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Abstract
Wind energy has proven to be a viable source of clean energy, and the worldwide
demand is growing rapidly. Variable speed topologies, with synchronous generators
and full-scale converters, are becoming more popular, and the effective control of these
systems is a current trend in wind energy research.
The purpose of this study is the modelling, design, simulation and implementation
of a small-scale, variable speed wind energy conversion system, incorporating the po-
sition sensorless direct torque control with space vector modulation, of a permanent
magnet synchronous generator, including an RLC converter filter. Another aim is the
development of a gain scheduling algorithm that facilitates the high level control of the
system.
Mathematical models of the combined filter-generator model, in the stationary and
rotating reference frames, are presented and discussed, from which equivalent approx-
imate transfer functions are derived for the design of the controller gains.
The design of the controller gains, RLC filter components, gain scheduling concept
and maximum power point tracking controller are presented. It is discovered that the
RLC filter damping resistance has a significant effect on the resonance frequency of the
system.
The system is simulated dynamically in both Simulink and the VHDL-AMS pro-
gramming language. Additionally, the maximum power point tracking controller is
simulated in the VHDL-AMS simulation, including a wind turbine simulator. The
simulation results demonstrate good dynamic performance, as well as the variable
speed operation of the system.
The practical results of torque and speed controllers show satisfactory performance,
and correlate well with simulated results. The detailed gain scheduling algorithm is
presented and discussed. A final test of the complete system yields satisfactory practical
results, and confirms that the objectives of this thesis have been reached.
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Chapter 1
Introduction & Literature
Summary
We live in an ever growing and developing world where the hunger for energy is rapidly
consuming our planet’s limited natural resources. This unsettling realisation over the
past few decades has initiated a global search for alternative energy sources. Wind
energy has proven to be a viable source of clean energy, and has been used as early as
Persian times.
According to [1], wind energy is the fastest growing renewable energy technology
in the world. In [2] it is stated that in the 1990’s wind generation capacity doubled
every three years. In 2007, the USA alone had more than 16800 MW of installed
wind capacity[3], and in Denmark, wind energy totalled 19.8 % of energy production
in 2008[4].
This chapter commences with a summary of literature relevant to the thesis topic.
The proposed system to be implemented is then presented and discussed, after which
an overview of the thesis structure is given.
1.1 Summary of Literature
In the following section a summary of relevant literature is presented, which provides
a background in the field of study of this thesis.
The general field of wind energy will be investigated first, after which literature
dealing with selected topics such as the permanent magnet synchronous generator
(PMSG), control strategies, VHDL-AMS and the output sinus filter will be discussed.
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1.1.1 Wind Generation
The wind energy market is currently dominated by wind energy conversion system
(WECS) topologies incorporating doubly-fed induction generators (DFIGs) with partial-
scale converters; the interest in variable speed topologies, in general, is growing rapidly
[5]. Interestingly, in an economic evaluation done in [6], it is seen that even though the
energy capture of a fixed-speed system is substantially less than that of a variable speed
system, the energy-per-cost of the fixed-speed system is superior. This cost analysis,
however, was based on the cost of power electronic components at the time of writing.
Essentially, the biggest challenge in wind generation is the effective control strategies
that govern the operation of the WECS. In [7], three important control objectives
in wind generation are identified: control of the local bus voltage, maximum power
capture, and minimisation of power loss in the generators. Maximum energy capture
in a WECS uses the power coefficient, commonly referred to as Cp, to define the extent
to which power is extracted from the wind. The power coefficient depends on the pitch
angle and the tip speed ratio, which is proportional to the angular speed of the turbine
[7].
The authors in [1] broadly classify wind energy conversion topologies into four
categories, Type A through D. This classification is an excellent representation of the
evolution of WEC topologies over the years. Type A is a purely fixed speed system,
while Type B is a variable speed DFIG topology with limited controllability by varying
rotor resistance. Types C and D incorporate power electronic converters, the latter
incorporating a full scale converter.
Although it is found in [1] that the most rapidly growing of the topologies is of
Type C, this thesis will focus on a Type D topology. It is believed that this topology
will grow more rapidly in the coming years, especially in small-scale applications.
A main trend in the field of wind energy conversion is variable speed systems in-
corporating direct-drive permanent magnet synchronous genrators (PMSGs) with full
scale power electronic converters (PECs). This trend can be attributed to improved
energy capture, reduced mechanical stresses, higher efficiency and reliability [8]. Ac-
cording to [8] a variable speed system can capture up to 15% more energy than a
comparable single fixed speed system. Another study estimates 15-23% less energy
capture for a fixed speed system, as compared to a variable speed system, neglecting
losses in the power electronic converter [6].
Wind speed usually varies very slowly compared to the time constants of the other
sub-systems [9], generally a ten minute time constant is assumed [10]. Fast controllers
15
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are thus not necessary for maximum power point tracking strategies.
In a study to determine the technical feasibility of variable speed stall-regulated
wind turbine systems, it is found that variable speed operation significantly reduces
loading on the wind turbine[5]. It however slightly increases structural loading on the
tower. Stall-regulated methods are not necessarily in the scope of this thesis, but the
concepts do make some valuable contributions to the topic of this thesis. The authors
list some other advantages of variable speed operation that include reduced acoustic
signature, increased power quality and the possible elimination of costly mechanical
controls used in variable-pitch operation.
Another strong argument for variable speed strategies has to do with specific wind
sites. Whereas a fixed-speed system is designed to be site-specific, operating as close
as possible to the maximum power potential [5], variable speed systems are inherently
much more flexible, and generic systems can be employed at a wider range of different
wind sites. This is especially important when the majority of wind conditions are
considered, which are, for the most part, less than ideal. As wind energy in general
is relatively expensive at this point in time, it is imperative that energy capture is
maximised in order that the cost-per-energy is kept to a minimum.
In a study in [11] on the control of variable speed fixed-pitch wind turbines, it is
concluded that a properly designed variable speed system is capable of mimicking the
power curve of a pitch-regulated (or variable-pitch) WECS. The article defines three
regions of operation for the WECS, namely variable speed, fixed-speed and constant
power operation. Stable and safe transitions between these regions are very difficult
from a control perspective, the authors conclude.
According to [12] pitch controlled topologies are very costly, and fixed pitch topolo-
gies are becoming ever more popular, especially for low cost applications.
It is clear that the problem here is effective control of the wind turbine generator.
Due to the stochastic nature of wind conditions, it is of utmost importance that the
control systems governing the operation of the WECS be able to adapt to varying
conditions.
1.1.2 The Permanent Magnet Synchronous Generator
The field of wind energy generation has mainly been dominated by the induction gen-
erator (IG), and more specifically the doubly-fed induction generator (DFIG), with a
partial scale converter connected to the rotor windings. However in recent years, the
incorporation of permanent magnet synchronous generators (PMSGs) have become an
16
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increasingly attractive alternative [13].
The use of an IG in a WECS requires a gearbox, due to the high nominal rotational
speeds of IGs as compared to the slow rotational speeds of wind turbines. Due to
the high weight, mechanical losses, costs and maintenance requirements of gearboxes,
it is desirable to do away with them. The incorporation of PMSGs in wind energy
application addresses this problem, as high pole count PMSGs can operate at much
lower speeds, eliminating the need for gearboxes[14][2]. A gear-less WECS is commonly
referred to as being direct-drive.
Added advantages of PMSGs include higher power densities and inherently higher
efficiencies than IGs. A possible disadvantage is the added losses of the full scale
power converter in this topology; but one must also consider the fact that a full scale
back-to-back converter will allow the PMSG-based WECS to operate under network
disturbances [13], in addition to allowing full controllability.
1.1.3 Power Converters
Various types of power converters are used in distributed power systems, such as diode-
bridge rectifiers, back-to-back inverters and matrix converters [15]. Variants of the
back-to-back inverter include the three wire and four wire converters.
Due to significant advances in power electronic technology, specifically IGBT con-
verters, and the proven reliability thereof [16], an IGBT converter is the technology
of choice for this study. Advantages of using an an IGBT converter, as opposed to a
traditional diode-based rectifier, include current harmonic reduction, the possibility to
control output voltage, and four quadrant operation [17]. There is however a price to
pay in terms of cost, as power electronic components remain expensive.
It has been shown that the use of active rectifiers allow for better energy capture,
especially at low wind speeds, and allows more flexible control [15].
Factors that dictate the converter capacity include maximum instantaneous power
as well as transients caused by the acceleration and deceleration of the wind turbine
[11].
1.1.4 Converter Input LC Filter
An LC input filter is especially necessary if long cables are used from the converter to
the generator [18], which is mostly the case in a WECS, where it is not possible to
house the power electronics on the tower. The filter also provides generator friendly
voltages, which extends the lifetime of the generators as well as reduces maintenance
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issues, and higher power quality [19].
Transient or sustained resonances may occur with the presence of an LC filter,
which may cause serious instability. It is therefore necessary to damp these resonances
either actively or passively. Some active damping methods include shunt active power
filters [20] as well as simulated virtual series resistances 1 [21] [22]. In this study a
passive damping method is used, where damping resistances are placed in series with
the LC filter capacitors – it is therefore more technically correct to refer to the filter
as an RLC filter, as the resistance (damping) component of the filter now contributes
significantly to the dynamic properties of the filter.
The caveats of the active damping methods mentioned are their complexity in
design, and especially the implementation and expense of the shunt active damping
methods in [20]. The method described in [22] and [21] also require higher switching
frequencies. Although additional losses are incurred by implementing passive damping,
the simplicity in design and implementation makes it the most attractive option for
use in this thesis.
1.1.5 Direct Torque Control in Wind Energy Conversion Sys-
tems
The application of direct torque control (DTC) to WECSs is a relatively new concept.
In [23] it is concluded that due to its insensitivity to physical parameters, inherent
sensorless operation and ease in implementing variable speed strategies, DTC is more
suited in WECSs than the classic field oriented control (FOC). The implementation in
[23], however, does not implement an LC filter.
In [24] the authors apply DTC with space vector modulation (DTC-SVM) to wind
energy, but their scheme is not direct-driven, sensorless or with an LC filter. In [25]
classic DTC for maximum power point tracking (MPPT) control of a PMSG is used,
but the system is neither sensorless nor with an LC filter.
In [26] a sensorless WECS is presented that uses classical DTC for variable speed
MPPT control of an Interior-PMSG (IPMSG). It is concluded that DTC is very well
suited for this type of application. The issue of a converter input filter or gearbox,
however, is not addressed in said paper.
1In series with the filter capacitor
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1.1.6 VHDL-AMS
With the increasingly mixed-signal nature of modern engineering designs, mixed-signal
simulation languages are becoming increasingly prevalent. One such mixed-signal sim-
ulation language is VHDL-AMS. It is a variant of traditional VHDL that includes sup-
port for analogue modelling, and was standardised by IEEE only in 1999[27]. VHDL-
AMS was born in 1994 when an IEEE working group began planning on how to extend
VHDL to analogue applications[28].
VHDL-AMS modelling is categorised according to three types of applications: Func-
tional, behavioural and structural and physical. Functional models consist of conditional
and procedural statements. Behavioural and structural models, as the name suggests,
describe the interface of a model and its interaction across this interface. Physical
models describe the nature of a model in a specific physical domain. Any VHDL-AMS
model is either one or a combination of these models[28].
Even 13 years after its standardisation, the technology is still very young, with
endless possibilities for improvement. VHDL-AMS provides great opportunities to
designers, and its diversity of application is clear[28].
1.2 Proposed System Description
The objective of this thesis is the modelling, design and implementation of a complete
position sensorless WECS, incorporating direct torque control with space vector mod-
ulation (DTC-SVM) of a permanent magnet wind generator (PMSG) with an RLC
input filter to the converter. It is believed that this topology addresses many of the
problems identified in literature.
It must be emphasised that this is a small-scale system2, which forms part of the
motivation for a fixed pitch system. It is also part of the objectives of this research
to implement a WECS with as few as possible moving parts, hence the direct-driven
approach.
An overview of the proposed system, that is believed to satisfy the description
given, is presented in Fig. 1.1. The gain scheduling (GS) algorithm selects between
two controllers, Ds(s) and f(ωˆr), which are fixed speed control and MPPT control
respectively, according to the system’s estimated variables. The Estimation block
represents all the estimation components of the system that are required for the system
2There is no universal definition as of yet, but some sources agree on a power rating of less than
100 kW.
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to achieve sensorless operation. The controllers generate a torque command m∗f as
an input to the DTC-SVM component, which in turn generates the duty cycle for
the switching of the IGBT’s. The generator currents ~is and voltages ~vs are the only
measured variables, from which all other system variables are estimated.
Lf
Cf
PMG
Estimation
GS
ΣDs(s)
f(·)
DTC-
SVM
}
~is~vs
~dabc
ω∗r
ωˆr
mˆf
mˆf , |~Φf |
m∗f
Figure 1.1: Representation of the system to be designed, simulated and implemented in this
thesis.
As is clear from the diagram, this study is only concerned with the generator side of
the WECS, and grid connection issues and transients are not dealt with in this thesis.
1.3 Overview of Thesis Structure
The background literature summary, along with the introduction of the thesis, is pre-
sented in this chapter. In the following chapter, titled Theoretical Concepts and Mod-
elling, the mathematical modelling of the system is presented, as well as theoretical
concepts that either underpin or contribute to the work done in this thesis; this also
forms part of the literature study. Together, these two chapters form the introductory
part of the thesis.
The designs of various sub-systems comprising the proposed WECS are presented
in the Design of Controllers, Estimators and Components chapter. The simulation
methodologies of both MATLAB Simulink and VHDL-AMS, including simulation re-
sults, are presented and discussed in the Simulation Methodology & Results chapter.
This detailed technical part of the thesis concludes with the Practical Implementa-
tion & Results chapter, where the practical testing methodology is presented, practical
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issues are discussed and finally test results are presented.
The thesis ends with the Conclusion & Recommendations chapter, where relevant
conclusions are drawn from the work presented in the preceding chapters, and recom-
mendations for future work in this line of study is presented. Relevant appendices are
given after the Bibliography.
1.4 Summary and Conclusions
A summary of relevant literature is presented, whereafter the proposed system is pre-
sented and and overview of the thesis structure is given.
The trends in the literature are strongly guided towards variable speed systems.
Although large scale systems are dominated by the DFIG, the PMSG seems to be
gaining more and more acceptance in small-scale implementations, which is within the
scope of this thesis.
It is clear from the literature that the problem faced in any variable speed WECS is a
control problem, regardless of the topology. The section on power converters strength-
ens the idea to implement fully controllable IGBT converters, for reasons including
reliability and flexibility. Without incorporating fully controllable power electronic
converters, solutions to the problems identified in literature become implausible.
Although the application of DTC to WECS is a relatively new concept, the con-
clusions of the available literature endorse this. The consensus is that DTC is more
suited to the control of WECSs than FOC.
Different operating modes for varying wind conditions and the transitions between
these modes also pose complex control and regulation problems, and merit further
investigation.
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Chapter 2
Theoretical Background and
Modelling
In this chapter, the theoretical concepts underlying the proposed system is presented
and discussed. This chapter contributes toward the literature study, but is more focused
towards the technical details in the literature that support the topic of this thesis.
Some foundational concepts are presented first, after which the ideal circuit model
of the electrical system is presented, analysed and mathematically modelled. Refer-
ence frame theory and other mathematical transformations will then be applied to the
standard model to obtain the final models that are used in the design and simulation.
The estimation theory of the system will then be presented. The chapter concludes
with a brief overview of the mechanical and aerodynamic theoretical concepts that are
relevant to this system.
2.1 System Mathematical Modelling
The generator to be utilised in the experiments is a radial flux, surface Permanent
Magnet Synchronous Generator (PMSG). The standard, simplified model of a PMSG
is widely publicised and mathematical derivations will therefore not be presented in
this thesis.
Referring to the system overview diagram in Fig. 1.1, the total system to be
modelled consists of the wind turbine, PMSG and an RLC filter. Firstly, the mechanical
equations of the system will be presented, after which the modelling of the electrical
system will be presented and discussed. The modelling of the wind turbine is presented
and discussed in the last section of this chapter.
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2.1.1 Mechanical Model
The mechanical equations that describe the dynamics of the generator rotor and turbine
are
J
dωm
dt
= me −mL, (2.1a)
ωr = Npωm, (2.1b)
ωr =
dθr
dt
. (2.1c)
where J represents the combined inertia of the rotor and turbine, ωm and ωr the
mechanical and electrical rotational speeds of the rotor, respectively, mL and me the
turbine torque and electromagnetic torque, respectively, and Np the number of pole
pairs of the PMSG. Note that friction is neglected in the mechanical model in (2.1).
2.1.2 Reference Frame Theory
The explanation of reference frame theory in this section is mostly based on work in
[29].
a
b
c
α
β
d
q
ωr
x
y
ωΦ
θr γs
δ
Figure 2.1: Representation of the various coordinate reference frames in relation to one
another.
Variables of three phase machines can be mathematically transformed to arbitrary,
fictitious reference frames, that rotate in synchronism with either the rotor or stator
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magnetic field. This method was first introduced to simplify models of electric machines
that have time-varying inductances.
To better visualise the various reference frames trigonometrically, refer to Fig. 2.1.
The abc reference frame, as the starting point, can be regarded as a three axis space
of which the base vectors are not orthonormal. The αβ transformation then transforms
this abc space into an orthonormal coordinate space.
The rotor synchronously rotating (dq) and stator flux linkage synchronously rotating
reference frames (xy) rotate in the direction indicated at angular frequencies of ωr and
ωΦ, respectively, relative to the stationary reference frame (αβ). The rotational speeds
ωr and ωΦ differ only under dynamic conditions. The expression for ωΦ, in terms of
ωr, is given in (2.7).
2.1.3 Electrical Model
To achieve full vector control of the generator, a two-level IGBT voltage source inverter
is used as the power electronic converter. A detailed electrical model of the complete
generator-side electrical system, in the abc reference frame, is given in Fig. 2.2.
Cbus
Cbus
+
−
Vdc
vib ifb
vob vsb
isb
n
via ifa
Lf
voa vsa
Ls
isa
Rs
ea
vic ifc
voc vsc
Ls
iscicb
G
Cf
Rd
ica icc
S1
S2
S3
S4
S5
S6
Figure 2.2: Circuit model of the two-level, six switch IGBT converter (note that reverse
diodes are not included in the representation)
Using simple circuit analysis techniques, the mathematical equations describing the
electrical model in Fig. 2.2 are obtained as
~vi = rf~if + Lf
d~if
dt
+ ~vo, (2.2a)
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~vs = Rs~is + Ls
d~is
dt
+ ~es = Rs~is +
d~Φs
dt
, (2.2b)
~Φs = Ls~is + Φm

cos (θr)
cos
(
θr − 2pi3
)
cos
(
θr +
2pi
3
)
 , (2.2c)
~es = −Φmωr

sin θr
sin
(
θr − 2pi3
)
sin
(
θr +
2pi
3
)
 , (2.2d)
~vo =
1
Cf
∫
~icdt+Rd~ic. (2.2e)
where ~Φs is the stator flux linkage, Φm the permanent magnet flux and θr the rotor
position of the PMSG.
The vectored (e.g. ~xs) variables in (2.2) represent vectors of three-phase compo-
nents, a, b and c. This notation is also used to represent vectors of two dimensions in
both the stationary and rotating reference frames further on. The expression for the
stator flux linkage ~Φs assumes that the three-phase system is positive phase sequenced.
What is important to note from the equations given in (2.2) is that the RLC filter
output voltage is not the same as the line to neutral terminal voltage of the generator.
The voltage between the generator and filter neutral points is not zero; from work
done in [30] it can be shown that the equation in (2.3) holds true. This clearly shows
coupling between the three phases and would make modelling the system by means of
transfer function models quite difficult.
It is also assumed that the neutral points of the inverter and that of the RLC
filter are connected, even though they are not in practice. The neutral point of the
the inverter output can, however, be arbitrarily chosen as being the same as the RLC
filter1, which simplifies modelling.
Stationary Reference Frame (αβ)
In this section, the derivation of the stationary reference frame model of the electrical
model, given in (2.2), is presented. The derivation of the stationary reference frame
model is as follows: 
vsa
vsb
vsc
 = 13 ·

2 −1 −1
−1 2 −1
−1 −1 2
 ·

voa
vob
voc
 . (2.3)
1This only dictates where the output is then ”measured”.
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The voltages are transformed into the stationary reference frame(αβ-reference frame)
by using (2.3), (2.4a) and (2.4b).
Ks =
√
2
3
·

1 −1
2
−1
2
0 −
√
3
2
√
3
2
1√
2
1√
2
1√
2
 , (2.4a)
K
−1
s = K
T
s , (2.4b)
[
vsα
vsβ
]
=
1
3
·Ks ·

2 −1 −1
−1 2 −1
−1 −1 2
 ·K−1s ·
[
voα
voβ
]
(2.4c)
=
[
voα
voβ
]
. (2.4d)
The output voltages of the RLC filter and the terminal voltages of the generator
can now be used interchangeably. The derived equations in the αβ-reference frame are
given in (2.5).
~vi,αβ = Rf~if,αβ + Lf
d~if,αβ
dt
+ ~vo,αβ, (2.5a)
~vo,αβ =
1
Cf
∫
~icdt+Rd~ic, (2.5b)
~vs,αβ = Rs~is,αβ +
d~Φs,αβ
dt
, (2.5c)
~Φs,αβ = Ls~is,αβ + Φf
[
sin θr
cos θr
]
, (2.5d)
me =
(
3
2
)
Np (Φsαisβ − Φsβisα) . (2.5e)
Stator Flux Linkage Synchronously Rotating Reference Frame (xy) Model
To implement parallel structure DTC-SVM, the system must be expressed in the stator
flux linkage synchronously rotating reference frame (xy-frame). The reference frame
in this regard rotates in synchronism with the stator flux linkage of the permanent
magnet wind generator.
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The system equations in the xy-reference frame are obtained by applying the trans-
formation matrix in (2.6) to (2.5).
Kxy =
[
cos γs sin γs
− sin γs cos γs
]
. (2.6)
The xy-reference frame equations of the system are then
~vi,xy = Rf~if,xy + Lf
d~if,xy
dt
+ LfωΦ
[
−ify
ifx
]
+ ~vo,xy, (2.7a)
~vo,xy = Rd~ic,xy + ~vc,xy, (2.7b)
~ic,xy = Cf
d~vc,xy
dt
+ CfωΦ
[
−vcy
vcx
]
, (2.7c)
~vs,xy = Rs~is,xy +
d~Φs,xy
dt
+ ωΦ
[
0
Φsx
]
, (2.7d)
Φsx = Lsisx + Φm cos δ, (2.7e)
0 = Lsisy − Φm sin δ, (2.7f)
me =
(
3
2
)
NpΦsxisy, (2.7g)
δ = γs − θr, (2.7h)
ωΦ =
dγs
dt
= ωr +
dδ
dt
, (2.7i)
where ωΦ is the filter-generator frequency, γs the stator flux position angle and δ
the power angle of the PMSG, as defined in Fig. 2.1.
The coupling between the x and y components, as well as dependency on system
frequency, is clear, and arise due to the inclusion of the RLC filter.
Filter-Generator Model
Due to the addition of the RLC filter, the terminal voltages of the generator, and
consequently the torque and flux linkage, are no longer directly controlled. It is now
necessary to define the filter-generator torque mf and filter-generator flux linkage Φf ,
which will become the new controlled variables. The expressions of the new controlled
variables are given in (2.8) [18][31].
~Φf,xy = Lf~if,xy + ~Φs,xy, (2.8a)
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mf =
(
3
2
)
Np (Φfxify − Φfyifx) . (2.8b)
The equations in (2.8) have the same form in both the αβ- and xy-reference frames,
with the subscripts denoting the reference frames being the only difference.
Rotor Synchronously Rotating Reference Frame (dq) Model
Although it is common practice to assume equal d- and q-axis inductances in surface
mounted permanent magnet machines, it is demonstrated that saturation effects do, in
fact, cause a decrease in the d-axis inductance [32]. The transformation matrix from
the αβ to dq reference frame is
Kdq =
[
cos θr sin θr
− sin θr cos θr
]
. (2.9)
If the dq-transformation in (2.9) is applied to (2.5), the machine equations for a
PMSG become
vsd = Rsisd + Ld
disd
dt
− ωrLqisq, (2.10a)
vsq = Rsisq + Lq
disq
dt
+ ωrLdisd + ωrΦm, (2.10b)
Φsq = Lqiq, (2.10c)
Φsd = Ldid + Φm, (2.10d)
me =
3Np
2
(Φqisd − Φdisq) . (2.10e)
This concludes the mathematical models that will be used in the design and simu-
lation of this system.
2.2 Space Vector Modulation
In this section, the theory and operation principle of space vector modulation (SVM)
will be explained. In-depth theoretical analysis will not be presented, as this is not the
goal of this thesis. The theory in this section is mostly adapted from [33].
SVM is an alternative inverter switch control method to traditional sinusoidal
PWM, over which it has many advantages. Control structures are greatly simplified
and power electronic hardware is exploited to the maximum. SVM inherently realises
third harmonic injection, increasing the maximum output voltage of the inverter.
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Important characteristics for the implementation of SVM are that there must be a
single DC source to the converter, the system to be controlled has an insulated neutral
and balanced three phase voltages.
SVM is realised in the stationary reference frame, as depicted in Fig. 2.3. SVM
can be applied to many different topologies of power electronic converters, but only
a two-level six switch converter topology, as shown in Fig. 2.2, is considered in this
thesis. The following SVM scheme will therefore be constrained to this topology.
α
β
V1
V2V3
V4
V5 V6
V0 V7
I
II
II
I
IV
V
V
I
V ∗αβ
θ
T4
T3
Figure 2.3: A vector representation in the αβ, or stationary, reference frame of the operation
principle of space vector modulation.
The αβ plane, as shown in Fig. 2.3, is divided up into six equal sectors, with discrete
voltage vectors being the boundaries of these sectors. These discrete boundary voltage
vectors are the only eight possible outputs of this topology of converter.
The boundary voltage vectors and their relationship to the converter in Fig. 2.2
are given in Table 2.1. The top level switches of the converter (S1, S3 & S5), and the
bottom level switches (S2, S4 & S6) switch complimentary. In the table, a 0 represents
an open or off switch, while a 1 represents a closed or on switch. The corresponding
phase-to-ground voltages for the specific switching states are also given in the table.
The reference voltage V ∗αβ, which is the desired voltage at the inverter terminals,
rotates in the αβ plane at a certain angular frequency, with angle θ. This voltage
vector is then projected as T3 and T4 (shown in the figure; subscripts corresponding
to boundary voltage vectors) onto the boundary voltage vectors enclosing the current
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Table 2.1: SVM boundary voltage vectors and the implications on converter switching and
output voltages.
Vector S1 S3 S5 S2 S4 S6 Va Vb Vc
V0 0 0 0 1 1 1 0 0 0
V1 1 0 0 0 1 1 Vdc 0 0
V2 1 1 0 0 0 1 Vdc Vdc 0
V3 0 1 0 1 0 1 0 Vdc 0
V4 0 1 1 1 0 0 0 Vdc Vdc
V5 0 0 1 1 1 0 0 0 Vdc
V6 1 0 1 0 1 0 Vdc 0 Vdc
V7 1 1 1 0 0 0 Vdc Vdc Vdc
sector.
The projections will then ultimately determine the duty cycles of the power elec-
tronic switches. The size of the projection vectors determine the amount of time that
the switches spend in a certain switching state for each switching period. An example
timing diagram of one such switching period is given in Fig. 2.4 to illustrate this. The
order in which the boundary vectors are switched in a specific switching period can be
arbitrarily chosen, as long as the total switching time of a vector remains the same in
any sequence. Note that V0 and V7 are the zero vectors, and can be interchangeably
used.
From Fig. 2.4 it can be seen that each voltage vector is switched for a certain time.
These times can easily be calculated as
t3 =
|T3|
|V3|Ts, (2.11a)
t4 =
|T4|
|V4|Ts, (2.11b)
t0 = Ts − t3 − t4. (2.11c)
Applicable total on and off switching times can then be calculated for each switch
pair. The preceding explanation serves just as an illustration, and does not necessarily
reflect the physical implementation of SVM. The theoretical basis, however, remains
the same.
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S1
S3
S5
Ts
V0
t0
4
V3
t3
2
V4
t4
2
V7
t0
2
V4
t4
2
V3
t3
2
V0
t0
4
Figure 2.4: Representation of one switching period of SVM, using a double-edge PWM
(DEPWM) switching algorithm. The reference voltage vector is in sector III, as in the vector
diagram in Fig. 2.3.
2.3 Direct Torque Control with Space Vector Mod-
ulation
Classical direct torque control (DTC) will not be dealt with in this thesis, but it must
be noted that DTC with space vector modulation (DTC-SVM) is a direct descendent
of it. The inherent shortcomings of classic DTC, which include variable switching
frequency, severe torque ripple and implementation complexity [34], is overcome by
implementing DTC-SVM.
DTC-SVM has many advantages that strongly support the application thereof in
this system. Most importantly, these advantages include:
• Direct control over electromagnetic torque, which allows for easy implemen-
tation of maximum power point tracking strategies in wind energy conversion
systems[26].
• Requires a lower switching frequency, especially when compared to classical
DTC[35].
• Offers very good speed control performance, which is a component of the WECS[35].
2.3.1 Operation Principle
The principle of operation of direct torque control with space vector modulation (DTC-
SVM) will be explained in this section. Concepts are mostly adopted from [34] and
[36]. As is shown in the model derivation of the combined filter-motor model, the
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electromagnetic torque of the generator is not directly controlled as a result of the RLC
filter. The principle, however, still remains the same. It will therefore be sufficient to
assume for this section that the RLC filter is not included.
Although DTC can be applied to many different variations of synchronous machine
(SMs), this thesis is mainly concerned with the control of a (theoretically) non-salient
permanent magnet synchronous generator (PMSG).
The electromagnetic torque developed by the PMSG, in terms of dq-frame variables,
can be expressed by the following equation:
me =
3
2
Np
( |Φs|Φm sin δ
Ld
− |Φs|
2 (Lq − Ld) sin 2δ
2LdLq
)
. (2.12)
When a non-salient PMSG is considered, and we equate the static stator inductance
to Ls, the expression in (2.12) reduces to
me =
3
2
Np
|Φs|Φm sin δΦ
Ls
. (2.13)
The very principle of DTC can be deduced from (2.13), in that the electromagnetic
torque me of the synchronous machine can be directly controlled by varying the torque
angle δ, also referred to previously as the power angle (see Fig. 2.1), which is actually
the angle difference between the PM rotor field and the rotating stator flux linkage.
The torque angle can therefore be controlled by varying the stator flux angle γs, as
shown in Fig. 2.1.
When one considers a rearrangement of (2.5c)
d~Φs,αβ
dt
= ~vs,αβ −Rs~is,αβ, (2.14)
it is clear that the adjustment of the PMSG terminal voltage ~vs,αβ has a direct
effect on the derivative of the stator flux linkage. The appropriate voltage vector is
then selected by the SVM, and DTC-SVM is realised.
The basic configuration of DTC with Space Vector Modulation, or DTC-SVM, is
presented in Fig. 2.5.
Parallel Structure DTC-SVM
In work done in [34], two DTC-SVM schemes are compared, namely cascaded and a
parallel structure DTC-SVM. It is concluded that the parallel structure is superior in
terms of controller design flexibility and sensitivity to noise. The parallel structure of
DTC-SVM will thus be implemented in this thesis. A diagrammatic representation of
parallel structure DTC-SVM is shown in Fig. 2.6.
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Φ∗f
m∗f
Φf & mf Control
u∗i
SVM
d∗abc Inverter, Filter
& Generator
is, vs
Estimation
γˆs, θˆrΦˆf , mˆf
Figure 2.5: A basic representation of the structure of DTC-SVM.
Φ∗f
Σ
Φˆf
− eΦ
DΦ(s)
u∗ix
m∗f
Σ
mˆf
−
em
Dm(s)
u∗iy
γˆs
xy
αβ
v∗iα
v∗iβ
Figure 2.6: Controller representation of parallel-structure DTC-SVM.
The controllers in the diagram for the flux and torque are DΨ(s) and Dm(s), respec-
tively. Generally these are PI-based controllers, because of their simplicity in imple-
mentation and design/tuning, but other controller structures can also be implemented,
e.g. lead-lag compensators.
2.3.2 Approximate Transfer Functions
It is advantageous to derive mathematical models for the system that will aid in the
design of the different controllers. These models will have to be approximated due
to the complexity and multi-variable nature of this system. The inclusion of the LC
filter significantly increases the complexity of these derivations, and therefore further
necessitates approximation.
Building on work done in [34], approximate transfer functions for the system, in-
cluding the LC input filter with damping resistances, are derived using the system
equations expressed in the xy-reference frame (2.7).
The variables to be controlled here are the filter-generator flux linkage and torque,
as shown in Fig. 2.6. If we assume for this derivation that the inverter is ideal, and
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that the RLC filter is ideal, then the controller outputs are the x and y components
of inverter output voltage. It can be shown that the filter-generator torque is mostly
determined by the y component of the converter output voltage, and the flux linkage by
the x component (see derivation in Appendix B). We therefore need transfer functions
from vix to |~Φf |, and from viy to mf .
Simplifying assumptions that are made are that the coupling between the x and y
components in (2.7) are neglected, the magnitude of flux linkage |~Φf | in some cases is
assumed to be constant and equal to permanent magnet flux linkage Φm and the filter-
generator frequency ωΦ is assumed to be equal to the generator electrical frequency
ωr. Some coefficients have also been simplified during the derivation, based on relative
parameter values. A more detailed explanation of the derivation can be found in
Appendix B.
The approximate transfer functions are then obtained as
Gm(s) =
Mf (s)
Viy(s)
=
Am (β3s
3 + β2s
2 + β1s)
α4s4 + α3s3 + α2s2 + α1s+ α0
, (2.15a)
GΦ(s) =
Φf (s)
Vix(s)
=
AΦ (b2s
2 + b1s+ b0)
a3s2 + a2s+ a1s+ a0
, (2.15b)
where Φf (s) represents the s-transfer function of filter-generator flux linkage mag-
nitude (|~Φf |).
The coefficients are presented in Table 2.2. These coefficients are expressed in terms
of system parameters, of which values for this system are given in Table 5.1.
Due to their complexity, it would be difficult to use these transfer functions in the
design of controllers, but they will enable one to observe the significant effect that the
higher order poles have on the dynamic performance of the system. The effects of the
damping resistances can also be observed using the full transfer functions.
The derived approximate transfer functions in (2.15) can be further simplified as
Gm(s) =
Ams
s2 + α1s+ α0
, (2.16a)
GΦ(s) =
1
s+ a0
a1
. (2.16b)
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Table 2.2: Coefficients of derived transfer function models of torque and flux linkage plants.
Flux Linkage Plant Torque Plant
Coefficient Expression Coefficient Expression
AΦ
1
LfCf
Am
3ΦmNp
2Ls
b2 LfCf β3 LsCf
b1 RdCf β2 RdCf
b0 1 β1 1
a3 1 α4 LfCf
a2
Rd
Lf
α3 (Rd + rf )Cf
a1
1
LfCf
α2 1
a0
rf
LfCfLs
α1
rf
Ls
α0
NpΦm
J
The closed loop transfer functions, including the PI controllers, are then obtained
as
Gm,CL =
Am (kp,ms+ ki,m)
s2 + (α1 + Amkp,m) s+ α0 + Amki,m
, (2.17a)
GΦ,CL =
kp,Φs+ ki,Φ
s2 + (a0 + kp,Φ) s+ ki,Φ
. (2.17b)
where ki and kp denote integral and proportional gains of the PI controllers, respec-
tively.
Control theory for second-order systems or simple manual tuning can now be easily
applied to the closed loop transfer functions or to obtain the desired transient dynamic
response. The maximum gains are further limited by the higher order poles contained
in the more accurate transfer functions and any design should be verified for stability.
Digital equivalent transfer functions, which are a more accurate description of re-
ality, are derived from the continuous transfer functions in the following chapter.
2.4 State Estimation
The core performance of a DTC scheme is ultimately determined by the quality and
accuracy of its estimation of the system variables[37]. This is due to the fact that the
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flux linkage and torque cannot be measured and must thus be obtained by estimation.
It is therefore essential that the estimation methods relay as accurate information as
possible on the state of the system.
One of the goals of this thesis is to achieve position sensorless control. It is therefore
necessary to estimate the rotor position by some means, as the starting point.
The rotor angle is deduced mathematically from the generator back-EMF, as shown
in (2.18b). The accuracy of the rotor angle estimation, the coordinate transformations
and consequently the flux and torque estimation all depend on the quality of the back-
EMF estimation. [
es,α
es,β
]
= Φmωr
[
cos θr
− sin θr
]
, (2.18a)
θr = − arctan
(
es,β
es,α
)
. (2.18b)
2.4.1 EEMF Observer
An extended EMF (EEMF) observer is proposed in [38], of which a block diagram
is presented in Fig. 2.7. The purpose of this observer is to estimate the generator
back-EMF, which is to be used in the calculation of the rotor angle, as seen in (2.18b).
The observer in Fig. 2.7 is in the αβ reference frame, and the signals are all vectors.
Unless otherwise indicated, the signs of the summing functions are positive.
~is Σ ~ε kps+kis
−
-1
~ˆes
Σ
−
~vs
1
Lss
~ˆis
−
Rs
Figure 2.7: Block diagram representation of the EEMF observer.
This simple observer, which is a reduced-order observer, delivers surprisingly good
performance, despite its simplicity. The precise mathematical analysis will not be dealt
with, as this is not within the scope of this thesis.
It is evident from Fig. 2.7 that this observer is somewhat parameter sensitive. The
PI current-error compensator section (see Fig. 2.7), however, mitigates this sensitivity
to a large degree.
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2.4.2 Flux Estimator
A measurement of the stator flux linkage of the machine, or more specifically the
filter-motor flux linkage, is needed in the DTC algorithm. As it is not plausible to
measure the stator flux directly, estimation techniques are needed to obtain an accurate
measurement substitute.
If one considers the simple mathematical models of the PMSG presented in previous
sections, it is clear that there are two distinctive models for obtaining an estimate of
the stator flux linkage. Equation (2.5c) and equations (2.10c) and (2.10d) describe the
voltage model and current model of stator flux linkage, respectively. A commonly used
flux observer structure, that combine these models in a single estimator for improved
accuracy and dynamic response, is presented in [39]. A block diagram representation
of the combined flux observer is shown in Fig. 2.8.
~is Rs
– Σ
~vs
1
s
ΣKps+Kis
–
~ˆΦs
dq
αβ
[Ld Lq]
*
Σ
αβ
dq
~ˆΦis–
[Φm 0]
θˆr θˆr
Figure 2.8: Block diagram representation of the combined voltage-current model flux esti-
mator.
The observer in Fig. 2.8 is in the αβ reference frame, and the signals are all
vectors, with the exception of the position inputs to the coordinate transformation
blocks. Unless otherwise indicated, the signs of the summing functions are positive.
The voltage model is modified to include a compensation term generated by a PI
compensator. The error signal of the compensator is the difference between the total
estimated stator flux ~ˆΦs and the estimated value from the current model ~ˆΦ
i
s. Guidelines
for obtaining optimal gains for the compensator is given in [39], but manual tuning
produces satisfactory results.
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2.4.3 Speed estimation
It is necessary to estimate the speed of the rotor for the speed controller and MPPT
algorithm. Two methods are presented that are both be considered in this thesis.
Derivative-Filter Method
Ideally, one would be able to differentiate the estimated angle obtained from the EEMF
observer. However, the reality of measurement noise, or specifically “estimator noise”,
will not allow accurate speed estimation due to the fact that differentiation of noise
produces unusable results.
The differentiated angle will then have to be filtered to get rid of all the differenti-
ation noise. This causes a delay and possibly a steady state error in the estimation of
the rotor speed.
The z-transfer function of estimated rotor speed to estimated rotor position, using
a combined derivative and filter, is given in eq. (2.19).
Hω(z) =
ωr
θr
=
σ
Ts
(z − 1)
(z − (1− σ)) , (2.19)
where the value of σ determines how much signal is filtered, i.e., the bandwidth of
the filter, and Ts is the switching period of the converter.
MRAS Speed Observer
The concept of a model reference adaptive system (MRAS) can be illustrated by Fig.
2.9. This is an adapted version, as proposed in this thesis, of the MRAS rotor speed
observer given in [39]. The difference is that the actual output of the full order flux
observer, instead of just the voltage model, is used in the calculation of the error signal.
This produces a faster response, better accuracy and less ripple in the estimated speed.
Full Stator
Flux
Observer
dq
αβ
αβ
dq ~ˆΦis ×
~ˆΦs
ε
PI
ωˆr
~vs
~is
dq Current
Model
Figure 2.9: Diagram of an improved MRAS speed observer.
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The observer in Fig. 2.9 is in the αβ reference frame, and the signals are all vectors,
with the exception of the cross product error and the estimated speed.
The MRAS observer adjusts the current model of stator flux linkage by compen-
sating the rotor angular frequency ωr used in the coordinate transformations, which is
then also the output of the MRAS observer. The compensation is done by means of a
simple PI compensator.
The error signal ε is generated by taking the vector cross product of the estimated
flux from the flux estimator, and the estimated flux from the current model. This
vector cross product produces a term that represents the phase difference between the
vectors, shown mathematically in (2.20).
ε = ~Φs × ~Φis = |~Φs||~Φis| sinψ (2.20)
For small values of ψ, the error signal is proportional to the phase difference between
the two estimated fluxes.
2.5 RLC Filter
It is an objective of this thesis to incorporate an RLC filter to filter the converter output
voltages. The main reason for this is due to the phenomenon of travelling harmonic
waves on long conductors, which causes overvoltages at the generator terminals, and
can damage electrical equipment [40]. An added advantage is motor-friendly sinusoidal
voltages, which increases the lifetime of the generator. The sinusoidal voltages also
make measurement, and ultimately control, easier.
2.5.1 Resonance Damping
LC filters are inherently prone to resonances. It is therefore necessary to add suitable
damping to ensure system stability [20]. A commonly used damping technique is to
include a damping resistor in series with the filter capacitor. This limits the resonant
currents generated by the capacitor.
A larger value for this damping resistance means more stability, but also introduces
more I2R losses which impacts efficiency. Efficiency-wise, this is a very ineffective
solution, but it proves to be the simplest solution and worth the minor losses.
There are various active damping techniques in existence, as is shown in[20] and
[21], but their implementation is complex and stretches beyond the scope of this thesis.
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2.6 Wind Turbine Model
The wind turbine and its interaction with the environment is an extremely complex
system. A very good in-depth analysis of the mechanical modelling of wind turbine
models can be found in [4] and [41], from which most of the following section is adopted.
The aim of this study is not the complex modeling and simulation of the mechanical
and aerodynamic apects of the WECS, but rather the control aspects on the electrical
side. It should therefore be noted that very simple models for the wind as well as the
aerodynamic models of the turbine will be used to illustrate the concept.
A representation of a wind turbine system is presented in Fig. 2.10, which will aid
in the explanation of a few concepts pertaining to WECSs. The figure represents a
three-bladed turbine.
rtωm
vw
β
Figure 2.10: The wind turbine blade model.
Certain important definitions can now be derived from the diagram in Fig. 2.10.
The first is the tip speed ratio (TSR), which represents the ratio of wind speed to
turbine rotational speed. This quantity is defined in (2.21) and is of importance when
considering the turbine blade power characteristics.
λ =
ωmrt
vw
(2.21)
The second parameter is the blade pitch angle β. This is the angle that the in-
dividual turbine blades make relative to the incident wind vector, as shown in Fig.
2.10. Both these variables have an effect on the characteristics of the turbine, which
are gauged by its power coeffiecient Cp. The power coefficient is a function of both the
TSR and the blade pitch angle β.
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The total mechanical power delivered by the wind turbine is given by (2.22) [4],
where ρ is the air density.
Pt =
1
2
piρr2t v
3
wCp(λ, β) (2.22)
This power coefficient describing the power characteristics of the turbine can be
modelled in many different ways [4]. One way is by means of a lookup table consisting
of experimentally determined data. A representation of such an experimentally defined
power curve is shown in Fig. 2.11. Instead of the power coefficient, the graph in Fig.
2.11 directly gives the mechanical power output of the wind turbine.
An example of power curves for various wind speeds are presented in Fig. 2.11.
These are contours on a plane that moves on the wind speed axis of the surface plot.
This thesis is specifically aimed at low to medium power generation levels for which
fixed-pitch turbines are most commonly used, as is the case for this thesis. Referring
to Fig. 2.10, the blade pitch angle is kept constant for fixed-pitch wind turbines.
vw
n
P
t
n
P
t
Figure 2.11: Three-dimensional representation of the wind turbine blade power characteris-
tics. A plane section reveals the turbine power versus rotational speed curve with wind speed
as a parameter.
Maximum power point tracking schemes aim to adjust the TSR in such a way so as
to keep the power coefficient at a maximum – in essence following the maximum power
point curve. An example of such a maximum power curve can be seen in Fig. 2.11.
The absolute maximum value for Cp is called the Betz limit, which is about 0.59; this
is a theoretically proven upper limit of the maximum power that can be extracted by
any wind turbine[41].
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2.7 Gain Scheduling Concept
Gain scheduling (GS), simply defined, is the dividing up of a system’s entire operating
range into smaller operating regions. This can be seen as a type of linearisation of
a non-linear system. A more detailed exposition of GS theory is given in [41]. In
this thesis the operation of the wind turbine system will be governed by such gain
scheduling. This is needed due to the physical limitations inherent in any physical
system.
The GS concept applied in this system is presented in the next chapter.
2.8 Summary & Conclusion
A mathematical model describing the system is developed for use in the design and
simulation of the system. It is shown that the inclusion of the RLC filter significantly
increases the complexity of the system model. Nevertheless, a very intuitive method
for the derivation of approximate transfer functions is presented.
A theoretical explanation, with supporting literature, is given for each of the aspects
and components that either comprise or has relevance to this system.
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Chapter 3
Design of Controllers, Estimators
and Components
In this chapter the design methodologies and specific design considerations of the con-
trollers, estimators, physical components and other sub-systems comprising the system
are presented. The chapter commences with the derivation of the equivalent digital
controllers and transfer functions of the torque and flux plants defined in Section 2.3.2.
The design methodology for the speed controller and observers are then motivated and
presented.
The RLC filter design is done, after which the resonance effects of the damping re-
sistance are investigated. The gain scheduling (GS) concept is presented and discussed,
after which the maximum power point controller is derived.
3.1 Digital Controller Design
Approximate transfer functions for the torque and flux plants are derived in Sec-
tion 2.3.2. These are necessary to design the the gains of the PI controllers for the
plants. The practical setup, however, consists of a continuous time system controlled by
a power electronic converter. It is then by implication a digital controller, necessitating
the need to approach the design of the controller from a digital control perspective.
3.1.1 Digital Torque Plant Derivation and Controller
The equivalent digital transfer function of the torque plant is obtained by applying the
z-transform to the continuous time transfer function model obtained in Section 2.3.2,
and multiplying by the zero order hold function (ZOH):
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Gm(z) =
z − 1
z
· Z
{
Gm(s)
s
}
(3.1)
=
z − 1
z
· Z
{
Am
s2 + α1s+ α0
}
(3.2)
=
z − 1
z
· Z
{
Am
(z + σ1) (z + σ2)
}
., (3.3)
where
σ1,2 =
α1
2
∓
√
α21
4
− α0. (3.4)
The following transformation pair (for an overdamped system) is obtained from a
standard table:
1
(z + a) (z + b)
⇐⇒ z
(
e−aTs − e−bTs)
(b− a) (z − e−aTs) (z − e−bTs) . (3.5)
By applying (3.5) to (3.3), the transfer function becomes
Gm(z) =
Km (z − 1)
(z − pm,1) (z − pm,2) . (3.6)
The expressions for the gain Km and poles pm of the transfer function are
Km =
Am
(
e−σ1Ts − e−σ2Ts)
(σ2 − σ1) , (3.7a)
p1,m = e
−σ1Ts , (3.7b)
p2,m = e
−σ2Ts . (3.7c)
The digital equivalent transfer function of the proportional integral (PI) controller
to be designed and used in the torque control loop, approximated by bilinear digital
integration, is
Dm(z) =
λ1,mz + λ0,m
z − 1 ., (3.8)
with
λ1,m =
(
Ts
2
ki,m + kp,m
)
, (3.9a)
λ0,m =
(
ki,mTs
2
− kp,m
)
. (3.9b)
The equivalent digital control diagram for the torque controler, including a one
sample period computation delay [33], is shown in Fig. 3.1.
The closed loop transfer function from m∗f to mf is then obtained as
Gm,CL(z) =
Dm(z) · 1z ·Gm(z)
1 +Dm(z) · 1z ·Gm(z)
(3.10)
=
Kmλ1,m
(
z + λ0,m
λ1,m
)
z3 − (p1,m + p2,m) z2 + (Kmλ1,m + p1,mp2,m) z +Kmλ0,m . (3.11)
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Σ Dm(z)
1
z
Gm(z)
m∗f εm vi,y mf
−
Figure 3.1: Digital torque controller diagram.
This approximate digital transfer function can now be used in the design of the
controller parameters. Only a manual tuning method is used to obtain the gains for
this controller.
3.1.2 Digital Flux Linkage Plant Derivation and Controller
The equivalent digital transfer function of the flux linkage plant is obtained in the same
way as the torque plant:
GΦ(z) =
z − 1
z
· Z ·
{
GΦ(s)
s
}
(3.12)
=
z − 1
z
· Z ·
 1s(s+ a0
a1
)
 . (3.13)
The following transformation pair is obtained from a standard table
1
s (s+ a)
⇐⇒ z
(
1− e−aTs)
a (z − 1) (z − e−aTs) . (3.14)
By applying (3.14) to (3.13), the transfer function becomes
GΦ(z) =
KΦ
z − pΦ . (3.15)
The expressions for the gain KΦ and pole pΦ of the transfer function are
KΦ =
1− e−
a0
a1
Ts(
a0
a1
) , (3.16a)
pΦ = e
−a0
a1
Ts . (3.16b)
The digital equivalent transfer function of the proportional integral (PI) controller
to be designed and used in the flux linkage control loop, approximated by bilinear
digital integration, is
DΦ(z) =
λ1,Φz + λ0,Φ
z − 1 . (3.17)
with
λ1,Φ =
(
Ts
2
ki,Φ + kp,Φ
)
, (3.18a)
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λ0,Φ =
(
Ts
2
ki,Φ − kp,Φ
)
. (3.18b)
The equivalent digital control diagram for the flux linkage controller, including a
one sample period computation delay [33], is shown in Fig. 3.2.
Σ DΦ(z)
1
z
GΦ(z)
|Φf |∗ εΦ vi,x |Φf |
−
Figure 3.2: Digital flux linkage controller diagram.
The closed loop transfer function from |Φf |∗ to |Φf | is then
GΦ,CL(z) =
DΦ(z) · 1z ·GΦ(z)
1 +DΦ(z) · 1z ·GΦ(z)
(3.19)
=
KΦλ1,Φ
(
z +
λ0,Φ
λ1,Φ
)
z3 − (1 + pΦ) z2 + (pΦ +KΦλ1,Φ) z +KΦλ0,Φ . (3.20)
Just like the torque plant equivalent transfer function, the flux plant equivalent
transfer function can be used to design optimal gains for the flux linkage controller.
These transfer functions can be used to do a detailed analytical analysis of the control
system, however, due to time constraints, this has not been done for this thesis. The
controller gains were instead determined by manual tuning.
3.1.3 Final Controller Gains
The final gains for the digital controllers are given in Table 3.1.
Table 3.1: Final controller gains for the torque and flux linkage controllers.
Parameter Value
kp,m 0.5
ki,m 50
kp,Φ 2000
ki,Φ 5000
These gains are further limited by physical non-linearities that have not been taken
into account in the model, so even if the approximate transfer functions are stable for
better or faster responses, the physical system may become unstable. Another very
important limit on the controller gains is the inverter output voltage limit, which is
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loosely determined by the DC bus voltage. This should therefore be taken into account
when the controllers are designed.
Controller Response
The physical parameters of the system are given in Table 3.2.
Table 3.2: Physical parameters of the system.
Parameter Value
Rated line voltage (VLL,rated) 400 Vrms
Rated current (Irated) 35 Arms
Rated power (Prated) 15 kWrms
Rated rotational speed (nrated) 150 rpm
Pole pairs (Np) 20
Stator resistance (Rs) 0.4 Ω
Stator inductance (Ls) 10 mH
PM flux linkage (Φm) 1.0395 Wb-t
Filter inductor resistance (rf ) 30 mΩ
Turbine moment of inertia (J) 300 kg·m2
Switching period (Ts) 100 µs
The unit step response of the closed loop torque controller, for the system param-
eters in Table 3.2, is shown in Fig. 3.3. The response is very fast, with about 5%
overshoot, and a 2% settling time of about 15 ms.
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Figure 3.3: Step response of the closed loop torque controller model.
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The unit step response of the closed loop flux linkage controller, for the same system,
is shown in Fig. 3.4. The response is very fast, with no overshoot, and a rise time of
about 1 ms.
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Figure 3.4: Step response of the closed loop flux linkage controller model.
3.2 RLC Filter
This design incorporates aspects of a comprehensive design strategy put forward in
[42] and [18]. The parameters to be designed are the filter inductance Lf , the filter
capacitance Cf and the damping resistance Rd. The resistance of the filter inductor
represents filter losses, and can be neglected in this design procedure. The damping
resistance is also neglected in the initial determination of the inductor and capacitor
values. The effect thereof on the overall filter resonance is demonstrated later in this
section.
The parameters of the system are given in Table 3.2. Base values to be used in the
design of the filter component values are calculated as
Zb =
V 2rated
Prated
=
(
400
√
2
3
)2
15× 103
' 7.1 Ω, (3.21)
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and
Cb =
1
ωmaxZb
=
1
2pi50Zb
' 448µF, (3.22)
where Vrated is the rated phase to neutral voltage.
The choice of capacitor is limited by the maximum allowable reactive power to be
sourced, and affects the power factor of the machine. This is usually kept to within
5% of the rated machine power [42]. The fundamental frequency used to calculate the
capacitor base value in (3.22) should be the maximum in the proposed operating range,
which is ωmax = 50 Hz, in this case.
Cf ≤ xCb
= 0.05× 448× 10−6
' 22µF (3.23)
Let x be the percentage (fraction) of allowable reactive power, then (3.23) is used to
calculate the maximum allowable value for the filter capacitor. This imposes an upper
bound of approximately 22 µF on the value of the filter capacitor.
An upper bound on the value of the inductance is determined by the maximum
allowable voltage drop across the filter inductor. This is usually less than 10% of the
machine stator inductance [42].
Lf,max = 0.1× Ls
= 1000µF. (3.24)
Resonance must be avoided to mitigate the chances of the system becoming un-
stable. The filter resonant frequency must therefore be chosen to be far away from
dominant frequencies in this system. So a factor of 5 is chosen for both the upper and
lower bounds:
fmaxres =
1
5
fs, (3.25a)
fminres = 5f0. (3.25b)
A simplified form of the equations describing the resonance frequency will be used
in the design, neglecting the damping resistance.
fres =
1
2pi
√
1
Cf
(
1
Ls
+
1
Lf
)
, (3.26)
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1
(2pifmaxres )
2 − 1
Ls
< Lf <
1
(2pifminres )
2 − 1
Ls
. (3.27)
If we choose a value for the filter capacitor, so that Cf = 15µF, then according to
(3.27) (Note that the upper bound imposed by (3.24) is the lowest constraint)
Lf,min ' 440.78µH (3.28a)
It is therefore concluded that a good value for the filter inductance is Lf = 600µH,
keeping it as low as possible so as to limit the voltage drop over it.
According to [43], the optimal damping resistance can determined by the following
equation, which has been derived based on the critical damping point of the system:
Rd ≥ 2
√
Lf
Cf
' 7 Ω (3.29)
A good standard value for the damping resistance is then Rd = 10 Ω. To estimate
the losses in the damping resistance, we start by calculating the RMS value of filter
capacitor current for the rated conditions in Table 3.2; the filter capacitor RMS current
is then
Ic =
Vo√
R2d +
(
1
ωCf
)2 (3.30)
=
400√
3√
102 +
(
1
2pi50·15×10−6
)2 (3.31)
' 1.08 Arms. (3.32)
Where Vo is the RMS value of the RLC filter output voltage, in the stationary
reference frame. The losses in the damping resistance are then simply calculated as
P
Rd
= I2cRd ' 11.7 Wrms. (3.33)
Note that this calculation does not take higher-order harmonics into account, which
may also contribute significantly to losses. A good margin must therefore be chosen
when considering the power rating of the damping resistors.
The losses calculated in (3.33) are very small compared to the rated power of the
generator. The inclusion of the damping resistor therefore does not have a significant
effect on the efficiency of the system.
The final values of the RLC filter components are summarised in Table 3.3.
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Table 3.3: Final component values for the RLC filter.
Parameter Value
Rd 10 Ω
Cf 15 µF
Lf 600 µH
3.3 Filter Resonance
The resonance characteristics of the filter is of importance, as it will aid in the design
to mitigate instabilities caused by said resonance. The resonant frequency of the filter
is described as the frequency at which the input voltage and current to the circuit are
in phase. This is the same as saying that the imaginary part of the equivalent input
impedance of the circuit in Fig. 3.5 is zero, or that the phase angle is zero.
A simplified representation of the system is shown in Fig. 3.5. Notice that the
parasitic resistance of the filter inductance and the stator winding resistance have been
omitted, as their effect on the resonance characteristics of the filter is negligible. Refer
to Table 3.2 for the values of specific system parameters.
Lf Ls
Cf
Rd
Zeq
Figure 3.5: An equivalent lumped-element circuit diagram of the filter and generator, illus-
trating the input impedance as seen from the converter.
The equivalent input impedance to the circuit in Fig. 3.5 can be obtained as
Z˜eq =
(−ω2LsCfRd − ω2LfCfRd) + j(ωLs + ωLf − ω3LfLsCf )
(1− ω2LsCf ) + jωCfRd . (3.34)
We equate the angle of the impedance to zero, which finally yields the quartic
equation in ω as
ω4LsL
2
sC
2
f + ω
2
(
LsC
2
fR
2
d + LfC
2
fR
2
d − 2LfLsCf − L2sCf
)
+ Ls + Lf = 0. (3.35)
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The solution to (3.35) yields four solutions, of which only two are real:
ωres =
√
±√ξ1 + L4s − ξ2 + L2s + 2LsLf
Ls
√
2CfLf
, (3.36a)
ξ1 = R
4
d(C
2
fL
2
s + 2C
2
fLfLs + C
2
fL
2
f ) +R
2
d(−2CfL3s − 6CfLfL2s − 4CfL2fLs), (3.36b)
ξ2 = R
2
d(CfLs + CfLf ), (3.36c)
where ξ1 and ξ2 represent the damping terms introduced as a result of the filter
capacitor damping resistance. The two solutions in (3.36a) represent the low and high
resonances, respectively, of which the latter is of concern.
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Figure 3.6: Lowering of system resonance frequency due to inclusion of damping resistance.
For the design of the LC filter elements, the damping resistance has been be omitted
for simplicity. This is done with the assumption that the damping resistance will not
have a major effect on the resonance frequency. However, the diagram in Fig. 3.6 shows
that the resonance frequency decreases with an increase in the value of the damping
resistance. As the function of the damping resistance is to damp out resonances, this
is not a major concern, but it must be kept in mind so as to not design counter
productively.
3.4 Speed Controller
The speed controller is also a simple PI controller that generates a torque command
for the torque controller, based on the rotor speed error. The bandwidth of the speed
controller is limited not only by the inertia of the turbine blades, but also by the quality
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of the rotor speed estimation. It does, however, not have to be a very fast controller,
due to the fact that wind speed variation is slow. No analytical design is done for the
speed controller; the optimal gains are obtained by manual tuning.
3.5 EEMF Observer and Flux Linkage Observer
No analytical design has been done for the observers; only manual tuning of the gains
to obtain satisfactory results. The final gains of the observers, including the speed
controller, are given in Table 3.4, with the subscripts p and i denoting proportional
and integral gains, respectively.
Table 3.4: Final gains of the EEMF observer, flux observer and speed controler.
EEMF Observer Flux Observer Speed Controller
kp 20 1000 10
ki 1000 5000 5
3.6 Gain Scheduling Algorithm
This system is in essence a generation system, and the controller is therefore semi-
passive as it waits for the changes from the energy source to determine what would be
the appropriate control action to take.
The operating region of the system is divided into smaller operating regions for
which specific conditions need to be satisfied.
0 I II III IV
a b e g
x
fc
d
h
Figure 3.7: State diagram of gain scheduling algorithm.
For this system a simple gain scheduling (GS) algorithm is developed to facilitate
the operation of the system. A state diagram representation of the GS algorithm is
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given in Fig. 3.7.
The states in the diagram can be likened to the different operating regions of the
WECS, which the system traverses as the wind speed changes. A different control
strategy must be applied to each state, including the transitions between the states.
A summary these states and their descriptions is given in Table 3.5. The letters
a through f represent transitions between the states that occur when a certain set of
conditions are satisfied. The arrows on the transitions show the direction in which a
transition can occur.
Table 3.5: Description of the states of the GS algorithm.
State Name & Description
0
Pre-states : The generator is desynchronised and the system waits for the rotor speed
(representing the wind speed) to be below a certain threshold, and then transitions
to the next state once this threshold is breached.
I
Pre-cut-in: The sytem waits for the rotor speed to exceed a threshold before tran-
sitioning to the next state.
II
Cut-in: After synchronising with the generator, the generator speed is controlled
at cut-in speed until the wind speed breaches a determined threshold, which is
determined by monitoring electromagnetic torque generation. Transitioning can
either be towards state x:Cut-out or state III:MPPT
III
MPPT : The generator torque is controlled as a function of rotor speed to achieve
MPPT. This is the variable speed state of the WECS where it is desirable to spend
most of the time.
IV
Max Speed : When the maximum speed constraint of the system is reached, the gen-
erator speed is controlled at this maximum speed. Transitioning can either be back
towards state III or to state 0 (desynchronisation), depending on wind conditions.
x
Cut-out : The generator is controlled at a certain cut-out speed after certain con-
ditions have been met in states II and III, and waits either for the wind speed to
decrease sufficiently for desynchronisation, or to increase sufficiently to return to
state II.
3.7 Maximum Power Point Tracking
There are various methods to track the maximum power points of the available wind
energy, but they can be broadly placed into three categories, namely, anemometer
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methods, hill climb search methods and calculation methods [44].
The calculation method is chosen because of its simplicity and ease of implementa-
tion, and according to [44], it’s performance is comparable to that of the anemometer
method. It is, however, dependent on the blade power characteristics and the overall
system model; model inaccuracies can thus deteriorate performance.
The method presented below is similar to work done in [45], but differs in the
definition of the torque characteristics. To obtain the relationship between torque and
angular speed, we start with a set of blade power data, given here as a matrix of data
points P o:
P o =

p00 · · · p0m
...
. . .
...
pn1 · · · pnm

n×m
, (3.37a)
~Vw =
[
vw,0 vw,1
... vw,m
]T
m×1
, (3.37b)
~Ωt =
[
ωt,0 ωt,1
... ωt,n
]T
n×1
, (3.37c)
where the rows and columns of the matrix P o represent the wind speed vw and
mechanical rotor speed ωm, respectively. The vectors ~Vw and ~Ωt contain the values of
corresponding wind speed and turbine rotational speed, respectively.
For every wind speed there is a maximum power that can be extracted from the
available wind, which is dependent on the rotational speed of the turbine. If we step
through the rows of the blade power matrix P o, i.e., the wind speed is varied incre-
mentally, a new vector containing the maximum power for each wind speed can be
formed:
~P kmax = max[P o(k)(. . . )], k = 0, 1, . . . , n. (3.38)
We can now use least squares regression, with the rotational speed vector ~Ωt as
input, and the maximum power vector ~Pmax as the output, to fit a polynomial that
describes the maximum power curve (refer to Section 2.6). We know that the power
produced by the turbine is proportional to the cube of the wind speed (see (2.22)). It
is therefore best to fit a polynomial of the third degree to the data:
Po = c3ω
3
m + c2ω
2
m + c1ωm + c0. (3.39)
The relationship between torque and power is
Po = mLωm. (3.40)
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Thus, the expression in (3.39) can be written as
mL = c3ω
2
m + c2ωm + c1 +
c0
ωm
(3.41)
' c3ω2m + c2ωm.
A further assumption that is made is that the mechanical output power Po is equal
to the generator electrical output power Pe. Substituting (2.1b) into (3.42), we obtain
mL = c3
(
ωr
Np
)2
+ c2
(
ωr
Np
)
= k2ω
2
r + k1ωr. (3.42)
The purpose of the MPPT controller, based on a torque controller, is to cause the
generator to produce the optimal torque, given by (3.42). From (2.1a) it can be seen
that, dynamically, the load torque mL and me are not equal. It can, however, be
deduced that for steady state1
me → mL. (3.43)
It can then be stated that the torque reference for the DTC-SVM controller, in the
variable speed (or MPPT) region, is
m∗f = f(ωˆr) = k2ωˆ
2
r + k1ωˆr. (3.44)
Where the values of the constants are: k1 =
c3
N2p
= −1.575 and k2 = c2N2p = 0.0185.
The values for c3 and c2 are obtained by executing the maximum power curve fitting
operation, as discussed earlier in this section.
3.8 Summary and Conclusion
Digital equivalent transfer functions for the torque and flux linkage plants are derived,
as well as equivalent closed loop transfer functions for the design of the controller gains.
The RLC filter design is presented, as well as a full derivation of the resonance
frequency including the damping resistance. This shows the effect of the damping
resistance on the resonance frequency of the system, which is quite significant. This
must be taken into account when designing the RLC filter.
Methodologies for the design of the speed controller gains are presented, as well
as the various observer gains. Lastly, the design of the maximum power point control
strategy is presented.
1In terms of rotor speed; assuming very slow varying wind speeds.
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Chapter 4
Simulation Methodology and
Results
The theoretical predictions of the system that are made in previous chapters are largely
based on simplifications and assumptions. This is needed to construct a solution in
an effective way, but it is not an entirely accurate prediction of reality. It is there-
fore advantageous to harness the power of modern computer technology so that more
accurate behaviour of the system can be predicted.
The system is modelled in both MATLAB Simulink and the VHDL-AMS simulation
language. The simulation results of both computer models are presented and compared.
As VHDL-AMS is relatively new in this field of study, and not that widely implemented
as of yet, its results are compared to results produced by MATLAB Simulink which is
a much more mature and widely used simulation package.
Only the sensorless direct torque control has been incorporated in the Simulink
simulation, as this is the dynamic backbone of this system. The VHDL-AMS simula-
tion, in addition to the dynamic DTC simulation, simulates the MPPT component of
the system, including a wind turbine simulator (WTS).
4.1 MATLAB Simulink Simulation Methodology
Simulations of the system are done in Simulink, as well as VHDL-AMS. The Simulink
method is a graphical approach, in contrast to the completely coded method of VHDL-
AMS. The Simulink simulation models will be presented first, which will serve as a basis
for most of the VHDL-AMS models.
The rationale for simulating the system in both Simulink and VHDL-AMS, is so
that the integrity of the VHDL-AMS simulation results can be verified against that of
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an established standard, which is Simulink.
4.1.1 Top-Level Simulink System Model
The Simulink simulation consists of various blocks that contain the models of the dif-
ferent sub-systems. A simple representation of the main model is given in Fig. 4.1, and
illustrates the flow and structure of the simulation. Only the Filter-generator Model,
State Estimation & Calculation and Direct Torque Control bocks will be discussed in
detail in this chapter. The actual top-level Simulink model of the system can be found
in Fig. C.11 if more detail is desired.
For more detail on the SVM & Inverter/Switching Model block, refer to Fig. C.1 in
Appendix C. The switching capabilities in this simulation are developed using only the
standard blocks available within Simulink, as no power electronics toolbox is available.
SVM &
Inverter/Switching
Model
Filter-Generator
Model
State Estimation
& Calculation
Direct Torque
Control
~ui
~is, ~vs
m∗f
mL
γˆs, ~ˆΦf , mˆf~vi
~is
Figure 4.1: Simplified representation of the top-level Simulink simulation, depicting the
structure.
4.1.2 Filter-Generator Model
The time-domain equations of the system in the stationary (αβ) reference frame (2.5)
are transformed to the Laplace domain to obtain the transfer function model of the
filter-generator circuit. A representation of this model, as implemented in the Simulink
simulation, is given in Fig. 4.2. This representation is somewhat simplified, and only
incorporates the mathematical model. Note that friction b is included in the model
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for completeness’ sake, even though it is zero in the actual simulation. The actual
Simulink model can be found in Fig. C.6 if more detail is desired.
~vi Σ 1sLf+Rf
~if
Σ
~ic 1
sCf Σ
~vs
Rd
~is
−
−
(a) Filter
~vs Σ 1sLs+Rs
~is Σ
~Φs
d
dt
3
2
Np~Φs~i
∗
s
meΣ1Js+b
ωr1
s
[
cos (·)
sin (·)
]
mL
Ls
Φm
− −
−
(b) Machine
Figure 4.2: Implementation of the filter-generator continuous-time model in Simulink.
The benefits of transforming the system model to the αβ-frame is evident in the
ease of implementation, with no coupling between the components. The models for
both components of the stationary reference frame are virtually the same. This is a
stationary frame vector model, with the only difference in the components being in the
calculation of the generator EMF.
4.1.3 EEMF Observer
A representation of the digital transfer function implementation of the EEMF observer
in Simulink is shown in Fig. 4.3. Note that this observer is inherently in the stationary
reference frame; the signals in the diagram are therefore all two dimensional. A slight
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difference in implementation, as compared to the concept presented in Fig. 2.7, is the
removal of the ”−1” block before the output of the estimated EMF. This is done away
with by changing the signs of the PI controller summming function.
~is Σ kp,e
ki,eTs (z + 1)
2 (z − 1)
Σ
~vs
Σ
Ts (z + 1)
2Ls (z − 1)
Rs
~ˆes
~ˆyi ~ˆis~εi
~ˆxi
−
− − −
−
Figure 4.3: Representation of the EEMF observer of generator EMF, as implemented in
the Simulink simulation.
The chosen digital approximation method for both digital integrators in Fig. 4.3 is
the slightly more accurate trapezoidal or Tustin integration method. The motivation
for this improved approximation is that of accuracy, as the quality of rotor position
estimation is very important. The actual Simulink model can be found in Fig. C.16.
The estimated EMF produced by the EEMF observer in Fig. 4.3 is used in the
calculation of the rotor position. The implementation of this calculation in Simulink
is presented in Fig. 4.4. Other methods, such as phase-locked loops, can be used to
improve the rotor position estimation. This simple method, however, already gives
very good performance.
tan−1(xs,β
xs,α
)
~ˆes
~ˆΦs
/2
θˆr
γˆs
Figure 4.4: Representation of the rotor position estimation, as implemented in the Simulink
simulation.
4.1.4 Stator Flux Observer
The current model of stator flux as implemented in Simulink is given in Fig. 4.5. The
current model of stator flux resides in the rotor synchronously rotating reference frame
(dq-frame), and is derived from (2.10c) and (2.10d). This model can be used exclusively
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as the estimation method, but it is combined with the voltage model to improve the
accuracy of the estimation.
As the measured current is in the αβ-frame, it is first transformed into the dq-frame
to be used in the current model. The resulting estimated stator flux linkage is then
be transformed back to the αβ-frame. It is here where the importance of the rotor
position estimation becomes clear. The actual Simulink models for the αβ-dq and
dq-αβ transformations can be seen in Fig. C.12 and Fig. C.13, respectively.
~is
θˆr
αβ
dq
[
Ld
Lq
]
Σ
dq
αβ
~ˆΦis
[ Φm0 ]
~is,dq ~ˆΦs,dq
Figure 4.5: Representation of the current model observer of generator stator flux, as imple-
mented in the Simulink simulation.
A representation of the combined voltage-current model flux observer, as imple-
mented in the Simulink simulation, is given in Fig. 4.6. This model incorporates the
previously discussed current model estimation to obtain a more accurate estimation,
by compensating for integration errors and parameter uncertainty. This type of con-
figuration also extends the speed range of the estimator, as the voltage model is more
suited to higher frequencies, and the current model to lower frequencies.
~is
~vs
Rs Σ
Ts (z + 1)
2 (z − 1) ~ˆΦs
Σkp,f
ki,fTs (z + 1)
2 (z − 1)
Σθˆr
Current Model
~ˆxΦ
~εf~vcomp
~ˆΦis
−
−
Figure 4.6: Representation of the generator stator flux linkage observer, as implemented in
the Simulink simulation.
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4.1.5 Filter-Generator Flux Linkage and Torque Calculation
The estimated parameters of the filter-generator system can now be calculated by Fig.
4.7 and Fig. 4.8. Concerning the DTC, this is the final step in the estimation process.
~if Lf Σ
~ˆΦs
~ˆΦf
Figure 4.7: Representation of the filter-generator flux calculation, as implemented in the
Simulink simulation.
The actual Simulink model implementation of these can be found in Fig. C.11.
They are not contained within their own blocks, but reside in the top-level simulation
model.
~ˆΦf
~ˆif
×
× Σ mˆf
/2
/2
Φˆf,x
iˆf,y
iˆf,x
Φˆf,y
−
Figure 4.8: Representation of the filter-generator torque calculation block, as implemented
in the Simulink simulation.
4.1.6 Speed Estimator
A representation of the derivative-filter method speed estimator (refer to (2.19)), as
implemented in Simulink, is given in Fig. 4.9. A digital backward difference integration
method is used, followed by a wrap to zero block to compensate for the wrapping of
the estimated angle. The last stage of the estimation is then a simple digital filter.
The actual Simulink model can be found in Fig. C.11.
The MRAS speed estimator is not included in this chapter, but can be found in Fig.
C.8. It’s adaptive current model, and speed-based dq-αβ coordinate transformation are
given in Fig. C.9 and Fig. C.10, respectively.
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θˆr
z − 1
z
1
Ts
0.0062635
z−0.993737 ωˆr
Figure 4.9: Representation of the derivative-filter method of rotor speed estimation, as
implemented in the Simulink simulation.
4.1.7 Direct Torque Controller
A representation of the digital direct torque controller, as implemented in the Simulink
simulation, is given in Fig. 4.10. It must just be noted that a pi
2
angle is subtracted
from the γˆs angle to compensate for the slight difference in transformation matrices.
The diagram is a mixture of scalar and vector signals, but the vector signals in the
diagram are clearly specified. The actual Simulink model implementation can be found
in Fig. C.19.
~ˆΦf abs
(
~ˆΦf
)
|~Φf |∗
Σ kp,Φ Σ
ki,ΦTs (z + 1)
2 (z − 1)
/2
|~ˆΦf | εΦ
xΦ
mˆf
m∗f
Σ kp,m Σ
ki,mTs (z + 1)
2 (z − 1)
εm
xm
~if,αβ
αβ
xy
rf
rf
/2 /2
ify
ifx
xy
αβ
~ui,αβ
uix
uiy
/2
γˆs
−
−
Figure 4.10: Representation of DTC, as implemented in the Simulink simulation.
The structure of the DTC represents the mathematical model of the system in the
xy-frame(2.7), where the x-component relates to the flux linkage, and the y-component
to the torque.
The controlled variables are the filter-generator flux linkage magnitude, and the
filter-generator torque. For this system, the flux linkage magnitude is controlled as a
constant, which is an assumption of the approximate transfer functions in Section 2.3.2.
The flux controller is a simple PI controller that uses the Tustin integration approx-
imation. The flux linkage part of the DTC produces the x-component of the control
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voltage.
The torque controller is identical to the flux controller, with the exception of con-
troller gains. The torque part of the DTC produces the y-component of the control
voltage, after which the components of the control voltage are finally transformed to
the αβ-frame, for use in the SVM for converter control. The actual Simulink imple-
mentation of the αβ-xy and xy-αβ transformations can be found in Fig. C.14 and Fig.
C.15, respectively.
4.2 VHDL-AMS Simulation Methodology
The most important part of the simulation study is to implement the system in a
VHDL-AMS simulation framework. Several simulation packages supporting VHDL-
AMS have been tried and tested, and SystemVision from Mentor Graphics was found
to be the most competent package. The only caveat is the numerical solver, which
is somewhat slow compared to the Simulink solver. The solver also sometimes fails
to converge to a solution, causing the simulation to hang indefinitely; this can be
mitigated by appropriate tuning of the solver parameters.
Although SystemVision also caters for graphical simulation design such as Simulink,
the aim is to implement the simulation purely in VHDL-AMS. This philosophy will
allow the simulation to be easily ported to any other simulation package that supports
VHDL-AMS.
A diagram representing the top-level structure of the VHDL-AMS simulation is
shown in Fig. 4.11. The actual simulation code is given in Appendix D.
The structure of the VHDL-AMS simulation is what is referred to as a testbench,
which is a ENTITY-ARCHITECTURE combination that provides a framework for the sim-
ulation. System-wide parameters are declared within the ENTITY declaration, to be
used as constants in the simulation body.
The working of the simulation is declared within the ARCHITECTURE declaration.
The variables are declared in the preamble of the ARCHITECTURE while the system
models are described within the body.
The physical structure of the system is made up of lumped elements connected
by nodes, including simultaneous equations that form part of the generator model.
A PROCESS statement takes care of digital measurement, control and switch signal
generation.
A significant advantage of VHDL-AMS is the ease with which time-domain differ-
ential equations can be modelled. This modularity also allows for the simulation model
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ENTITY testbench
GENERIC (Parameter Declarations)
ARCHITECTURE OF testbench
SIGNAL & QUANTITY (Variables)
TERMINAL (Ports)
architecture body:
Electric Circuit
Continuous-time Models
LIBRARY
Passive Elements
Power Electronic Components
PACKAGE
SVM
Co-ordinate Transformations
PROCESS DSP interrupt
Measurement
Estimation
Control
SVM & DEPWM
Figure 4.11: Diagram representing the structure of the VHDL-AMS simulation.
to represent the physical system much more closely in structure. The digital difference
equations can also be input exactly as they will be implemented in practice.
The VHDL-AMS code of the converter and filter-generator model implementation
can be found in Fig. D.1. The converter code is given is Fig. D.8. The converter
model incorporates IGBT and reverse diode models, given in Fig. D.10 and Fig. D.9,
respectively.
The digital diagrams in the previous section can now be used to derive the difference
equations that will be used in the VHDL-AMS simulation, as well as the practical
implementation on the DSP.
4.2.1 EEMF Observer
The EEMF observer difference equations are derived from the z-domain tansfer function
model given in Fig. 4.3. The first stage of the estimation is the compensator section,
which ultimately generates the output estimated EMF. These difference equations are
obtained from Fig. 4.3. VHDL-AMS allows for new types to be declared, as well as
associated operator overloading functions; in this system a space vector array type,
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and its associated operator functions, is declared for vector calculations.
ε(k) = is(k)− iˆs(k − 1), (4.1a)
yi(k) = yi(k − 1) + Ts
2
· (ε(k) + ε(k − 1)) , (4.1b)
eˆs(k) = − (Kp · ε(k) +Ki · yi(k)) , (4.1c)
θr(k) = arctan
(
eˆsβ(k)
eˆsα(k)
)
, (4.1d)
Difference equations for the current model section are given in (4.2) .
x(k) = us(k)− eˆs(k)− iˆs(k − 1) ·Rs, (4.2a)
yˆi(k) = yˆi(k − 1) + Ts
2
· (x(k) + x(k − 1)) , (4.2b)
iˆs(k) =
1
Ls
· yˆi(k). (4.2c)
These equations can be implemented as-is in the VHDL-AMS simulation, with
the exception of delayed values, which have to be stored after each iteration. The
VHDL-AMS code for the EEMF observer can be found in Fig. D.2.
4.2.2 Flux Observer
The flux observer has three main parts: the current model, compensator section and
voltage model. The difference equations to be used in the VHDL-AMS simulations and
in practice are derived from Fig. 4.5 and Fig. 4.6.
The difference equations for the stator flux linkage current model are given in (4.3).
~is,dq(k) = Kdq ·~is(k), (4.3a)
~ˆΦs,dq(k) =~is,dq(k) ·
[
Ld Lq
]
+
[
Φm
0
]
, (4.3b)
~ˆΦis(k) = K
−1
dq · ~ˆΦs,dq(k). (4.3c)
The matrices Kdq and K
−1
dq represent the dq-transformation and its inverse, re-
spectively. All the coordinate transformations used in the VHDL-AMS simulation are
implemented in a package, of which the code can be found Fig. D.12.
The voltage model output stage including compensation is given in (4.4).
ε(k) = ~ˆΦis(k)− ~ˆΦs(k − 1), (4.4a)
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vcomp(k) = vcomp(k − 1) + ε(k) ·
(
kp + k
′
i
)
+ ε(k − 1) ·
(
k
′
i − kp
)
, (4.4b)
~ˆxΦ(k) = ~vs(k)−Rs ·~is + ~vcomp(k), (4.4c)
~ˆΦs(k) = ~ˆΦs(k − 1) + Ts
2
·
(
~ˆxΦ(k) + ~ˆxΦ(k − 1)
)
, (4.4d)
γˆs(k) = arctan
(
Φˆs,β(k)
Φˆs,α(k)
)
. (4.4e)
The VHDL-AMS code for the flux linkage observer can be found in Fig. D.3.
4.2.3 Filter-Generator Flux and Torque Calculation
The difference equations for the calculation of the filter-generator flux and torque are
given in (4.5).
~ˆΦf (k) = Lf ·~is(k) + ~ˆΦs(k), (4.5a)
mˆf (k) =
3Np
2
·
(
Φˆf,α(k) · if,β(k)− Φˆf,β(k) · if,α(k)
)
. (4.5b)
The VHDL-AMS implementation for this can be found in Fig. D.3.
4.2.4 Speed Estimation
The speed estimator, as in the Simulink implementation in Fig. 4.9, is composed of a
simple digital derivative with filter (refer to (2.19)). The implementation, however, is
somewhat different than that of Simulink. The unwrapping of the estimated angle is
done by an if-then-else statement, with the derivative and filter implemented as one
difference equation. These equations are given in (4.6).
if θˆr(k) > θˆr(k − 1) + pi
2
then
ωˆr(k) = 0.995 · ωˆr(k − 1) + 0.005 · 1
Ts
·
(
θˆr(k)−
(
θˆr(k − 1) + 2pi
))
. (4.6a)
else
ωˆr(k) = 0.995 · ωˆr(k − 1) + 0.005 · 1
Ts
·
(
θˆr(k)− θˆr(k − 1)
)
. (4.6b)
end if
The estimation produced by this method still has a significant amount of ripple.
To reduce this ripple without having a significant effect of the bandwidth of the digital
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filter, another filter is placed in cascade with the first. The difference equation is given
in (4.7).
ωˆr,1(k) = 0.995 · ωˆr,1(k) + 0.005 · ωˆ(rk). (4.7a)
The VHDL-AMS code for this can be found in Fig. D.4.
4.2.5 Direct Torque Control
The difference equations for the direct torque controller are derived from the diagram
in Fig. 4.10. These are presented in (4.8).
~is,xy(k) = Kxy ·~is(k), (4.8a)
εΦ(k) = |~Φf |∗ − |~ˆΦf |(k), (4.8b)
εm(k) = m
∗
f (k)− mˆf (k), (4.8c)
xΦ(k) = xΦ(k − 1) + Ts
2
· (εΦ(k) + εΦ(k − 1)) , (4.8d)
xm(k) = xm(k − 1) + Ts
2
· (εm(k) + εm(k − 1)) , (4.8e)
ux(k) = kp,Φ · εΦ(k) + ki,Φ · xΦ(k) + rf · if,x(k), (4.8f)
uy(k) = kp,m · εm(k) + ki,m · xm(k) + rf · if,y(k), (4.8g)
~ui(k) = Kxy→αβ · ~ui,xy(k). (4.8h)
The actual VHDL-AMS implementation of the DTC can be found in Fig. D.6.
The inverter control voltage ~ui is passed as an argument to a SVM function that
generates the duty cycles for the next switching period. These duty cycles are then
used to switch the power electronic switches of the converter according to double edge
PWM (DEPWM). The VHDL-AMS code for the switch signal generation can be found
in Fig. D.7.
This concludes the dynamic control for the system – any further control of the
system will employ the DTC as a backbone to accomplish the desired operating con-
ditions.
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4.2.6 MPPT Controller
With reference to Section 3.7, the MPPT controller is only a torque reference generator,
based on the estimated rotor speed. The difference equation for the MPPT controller,
from (3.44), is given in (4.9).
m∗f (k) = f (ωˆr(k)) = 0.0185 · ωˆ2r(k)− 1.575 · ωˆr(k). (4.9)
Its place in the VHDL-AMS simulation code can be seen in Fig. D.6.
4.2.7 Wind Turbine Simulator
To more accurately simulate the working of the system, wind turbine characteristics
must be included. This is accomplished here by implementing a wind turbine simulator
(WTS), derived from existing blade curve data. A simple diagram, illustrating the
structure and functional significance of the WTS, is given in Fig. 4.12.
Wind
Turbine Simulator
System
Mechanical Model
vw mL me
ωm
Figure 4.12: Diagram representing the structure and functional significance of the proposed
wind turbine simulator.
The WTS consists of polynomial functions fitted to the blade curve data, taking as
inputs of the wind speed and turbine rotational speed and outputting the associated
turbine torque mL as the load torque of the PMSG.
The polynomial coefficients are determined from the current wind speed by (4.10).
cτ,0
...
cτ,n
 =

kv,00 · · · kv,0n
...
. . .
...
kv,n0 · · · kv,nn
 ·

1
...
vnw
 . (4.10)
The turbine torque, as a function of the turbine rotational speed, is then determined
by (4.11).
mL(ωm, vw) = cτ,n(vw) · ωnm + · · ·+ cτ,0(vw). (4.11)
This model of the wind turbine is implemented in the VHDL-AMS simulation to
demonstrate the variable speed MPPT operation of the system.
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4.3 Simulation Results
In this section, simulation results are presented, demonstrating the dynamic perfor-
mance of the system. The system is subjected to a torque step and run at initial
speeds of 20 Hz and 40 Hz, which cover the boundaries of the operating range of the
system. Only a positive torque step is simulated. The parameters of Table 3.2 are
implemented in this simulation. The load torque is zero, except in the relevant tests
where it is varied.
The Simulink simulation results will be presented and discussed first, after which the
VHDL-AMS simulation results wil be presented. For the VHDL-AMS simulation, in
addition to the torque step simulation, a wind turbine simulator (WTS) is implemented
to demonstrate the variable speed MPPT working of the system.
4.3.1 Simulink Torque Step Simulation
The simulation results are presented in order of calculation precedence, starting with
the estimated generator EMF in Fig. 4.13(a). The estimated EMF shows a short tran-
sient as the simulation starts, but stabilises after about 1ms with damped behaviour.
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Figure 4.13: Simulation results of the torque step simulation in MATLAB Simulink, showing
generator back EMF (a) and rotor angle (b), for an initial frequency of 20 Hz.
The estimated rotor position, calculated from the EMF voltage, is shown in Fig.
4.13(b). Note that the actual position is superimposed as a dashed, gray line. The es-
timated position follows the actual position accurately, as is clear from the plot. When
the torque step is initiated at 10 ms, a quite severe transient appears on the estimated
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EMF. The estimated rotor position, however, seems unaffected. This demonstrates the
robustness of this simple technique.
The estimated flux linkage and the estimated stator flux linkage angle, along with
the actual values, are shown in Fig. 4.14. The estimated values follow the actual
values very accurately. A slight transient is observed in the estimated angle just after
the torque step. This can be attributed to the flux observer’s reliance on the stator
current.
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Figure 4.14: Simulation results of the torque step simulation in MATLAB Simulink, showing
estimated stator flux linkage (a) and angle (b), for an initial frequency of 20 Hz.
The estimated filter-generator torque and estimated filter-generator flux linkage
magnitude are shown in Fig. 4.15(a) and (b), respectively. The actual values of
just the generator torque and flux linkage are superimposed as dashed gray lines for
some comparison; the filter-generator variables are virtual, and have no actual physical
counterparts. The difference in the filter-generator torque and the electromagnetic
torque, at this frequency, is minuscule. A slight difference can be seen in the flux
linkages.
The torque response is fast, with a rise time and settling time of about 3 ms and 20
ms, respectively. The flux linkage shows some transient behaviour on the torque step,
but stabilises quickly at the reference value.
To demonstrate the dynamic range of the system in simulation, the same results are
peresented at 40 Hz. The estimated generator EMF voltage and subsequent estimated
rotor position are given in Fig. 4.16(a) and (b), respectively. The response of the EMF
estimation at 40 Hz also stabilises quickly, with a damped response.
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Figure 4.15: Simulation results of the torque step simulation in MATLAB Simulink, showing
estimated filter-generator torque (a) and filter-generator flux linkage magnitude (b), for an
initial frequency of 20 Hz.
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Figure 4.16: Simulation results of the torque step simulation in MATLAB Simulink, showing
generator back EMF (a) and rotor angle (b), for an initial frequency of 40 Hz.
The calculated rotor position corresponds well to the actual rotor position, super-
imposed as a gray, dashed line. There are no major changes in performance; however if
one looks closely, a slight oscillation can be observed on the estimated rotor position.
The estimated stator flux linkage and calculated stator flux angle are shown in Fig.
4.17(a) and (b), respectively, with the actual values superimposed as gray dashed lines.
A slight steady state error can be seen in the amplitude of the estimated stator flux
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linkage, although this does not seem to have any adverse effect on the calculated angle.
Like the estimated rotor position, there is a slight oscillation present on the estimated
flux linkage angle.
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Figure 4.17: Simulation results of the torque step simulation in MATLAB Simulink, showing
estimated stator flux linkage (a) and flux angle (a), for an initial frequency of 40 Hz.
The estimated filter-generator torque and flux magnitude, for an initial frequency
of 40 Hz, are given in Fig. 4.18(a) and (b), respectively. The actual electromagnetic
torque and stator flux linkage magnitude are superimposed as dashed gray lines, for
some comparison.
The dynamic response of the torque seems unchanged from the 20 Hz initial fre-
quency simulation result. The only difference is the increased torque ripple. There is
now, however, a noticeable difference between the estimated filter-generator torque and
the actual electromagnetic torque. The estimated filter-generator flux linkage magni-
tude also has a ripple.
The effects of the steady state error in the flux linkage estimation can be seen in
the filter-generator flux, as the final value is slightly higher than the control reference.
The transients in the torque step vanish quickly, although they are slightly more vivid
than the 20 Hz initial frequency simulation.
4.3.2 Speed Estimation Comparison
Simulation results for the speed estimation techniques are shown here only for com-
parison, as they have no real function in the Simulink simulation.
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Figure 4.18: Simulation results of the torque step simulation in MATLAB Simulink, show-
ing filter-generator torque (a) and filter-generator flux linkage magnitude (b), for an initial
frequency of 40 Hz.
The estimated rotor speed for an initial frequency of 20 Hz, for the different rotor
speed estimation techniques, is shown in Fig. 4.19. The actual rotor speed is also
superimposed on the plot for comparison.
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Figure 4.19: Comparison of the rotor speed estimation of the simple filter method and the
MRAS speed observer, with and without filtering, for an initial frequency of 20 Hz.
The MRAS speed observer does have the fastest response, but it has the most
severe ripple. Even when filtered, the estimated rotor speed produced by the MRAS
still has more ripple than the derivative-filter method. A steady state error can also
be observed for the result produced by the MRAS speed observer; the derivative-filter
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method has better steady state accuracy than the MRAS.
The transient produced by the MRAS with the introduction of a second torque step
at 160 ms is also worse than that of the derivative-filter method. The filtering stage of
the MRAS observer does mitigate the transient to a large degree.
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Figure 4.20: Comparison of the rotor speed estimation of the simple filter method and the
MRAS speed observer, for an initial frequency of 40 Hz.
The speed estimator results for an initial frequency of 40 Hz is shown in Fig. 4.20.
The speed estimation produced by the MRAS observer is practically unusable, due to
extreme ripple. The filtering stage does, however, reduce the ripple to a level that is
about the same as the derivative-filter method.
The steady state error of the MRAS speed observer is worse in this case, with the
steady state accuracy of the derivative-filter method staying much the same.
The overall performance of the derivative-filter method is surprisingly superior to
that of the MRAS observer. It is also a much simpler method in terms of implementa-
tion, and is much less computationally demanding.
4.3.3 VHDL-AMS Torque Step Simulation
The VHDL-AMS simulation results are presented in order of calculation, according to
the procedural precedence of the DSP process.
The estimated EMF voltages in the stationary reference frame and the estimated
rotor position angle, along with the actual EMF voltages and position angle, are given
in Fig. 4.21. The superimposed gray, dashed lines represent the actual values.
The estimated EMF voltage converges towards the actual EMF voltages quickly and
remains stable. Significant transients can be observed as the torque step is initiated
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Figure 4.21: Results of the VHDL-AMS torque step simulation, showing generator back
EMF (a) and rotor position angle (b), for an initial frequency of 20 Hz.
at 10 ms, but stability is regained quickly. The estimated rotor position angle also
converges to the actual rotor position quickly, and is not noticeably affected by the
transient in the estimated EMF voltage.
The estimated filter-generator torque and estimated filter-generator flux linkage
magnitude are shown in Fig. 4.22(a) and (b), respectively. The actual values of the
generator electromagnetic torque and flux linkage are superimposed as dashed, gray
lines, for some comparison.
The response is somewhat different to that of the Simulink simulation – most notice-
ably the overshoot, which is less than 5 % in this case. There is also a high frequency
ripple present on the filter-generator torque. The rise time and settling time, however,
still correlate well with the Simulink results. A more noticeable difference can be seen
between the filter-generator torque and the generator electromagnetic torque.
The filter-generator flux linkage converges to the reference value in about 5 ms. The
initial value in this simulation for the filter-generator flux linkage differs from that in
the Simulink simulation, hence the difference in initial response. The transient due to
the torque step quickly dies away, and the controller stabilises at the constant reference
value.
As in the Simulink simulation, the VHDL-AMS torque step simulation is also re-
peated for an initial frequency of 40 Hz. The results of the estimated EMF voltages
and subsequent rotor position angle is shown in Fig. 4.23.
The performance of the EMF and rotor position angle estimation is still very good
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at 40 Hz. The values converge quickly, and stabilise. A slight oscillation on the rotor
position angle estimation can also be observed here, albeit somewhat less than in the
Simulink simulation.
The estimated filter-generator torque and estimated filter-generator flux linkage
magnitude, for an initial frequency of 40 Hz, are shown in Fig. 4.24(a) and (b),
respectively, along with the actual values of the generator electromagnetic torque and
stator flux linkage, superimposed as gray, dashed lines.
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Figure 4.22: Results of the VHDL-AMS torque step simulation, showing generator EM
torque (a) and stator flux linkage (b), for an initial frequency of 20 Hz.
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Figure 4.23: Results of the VHDL-AMS torque step simulation, showing generator back
EMF (a) and rotor angle (b), for an initial frequency of 40 Hz.
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Figure 4.24: Results of the VHDL-AMS torque step simulation, showing generator EM
torque (a) and stator flux linkage (b), for an initial frequency of 40 Hz.
The filter-generator torque response correlates well with the Simulink simulation,
with the exception of the overshoot, which is even less than the 20 Hz initial frequency
case, and the high frequency ripple. The flux linkage also converges quickly and sta-
bilises after the transient due to the torque step. The effects of the steady state error
of the flux observer can also be seen here, with the flux linkage somewhat higher than
the reference value.
It can be seen that the VHDL-AMS results correlate very well with that of the
Simulink simulation. The minor differences can be attributed to the differences in
inverter models. The VHDL-AMS simulation uses mathematical models of the IGBT,
see Fig. D.10, and the reverse diodes, see Fig. D.9, and a circuit model, while an ideal
switch model is used in the Simulink simulation.
4.3.4 VHDL-AMS Variable Speed MPPT Simulation
The system under variable speed operation is implemented in the VHDL-AMS simula-
tion. A simple wind model is developed in [2] that models wind speed as the combina-
tion of base, ramp, gust and random noise components. Only the ramp component of
wind is utilised in this simulation. The WTS developed earlier in the chapter will be
used to generate the load torque imposed on the generator rotor, based on the input
wind speed.
The filter-generator torque and load torque over a 10 second interval is shown in
Fig. 4.25. The system immediately changes as the variable speed algorithm is engaged
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at about 2 s, after which convergence to the optimal working point commences.
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Figure 4.25: Results of the MPPT VHDL-AMS simulation, showing generator electromag-
netic torque and load (tubine) torque.
The turbine rotational speed is shown in Fig. 4.26, along with the input wind speed
to the WTS; the speed converges to the optimal working point after each wind speed
ramp change.
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Figure 4.26: Results of the MPPT VHDL-AMS simulation, showing mechanical rotor speed
and the input wind speed, represented by the dashed line.
The electrical output power is plotted against the maximum available power from
the wind turbine, shown in Fig. 4.27. It can be seen that the system converges towards
the maximum output power point, with the exception of the highest wind speed ramp
change. This step is very large, and the system would require more time to converge
completely.
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Figure 4.27: Results of the MPPT VHDL-AMS simulation, showing average generated
electrical power and maximum available power that can be extracted from the wind (with the
current turbine).
The relatively short duration of this simulation does not completely convey real-
ity, as the wind speed conditions in practice change much slower. It does, however,
demonstrate that the system performs very well, even when subjected to bad wind
conditions. At the instances where the system seems to be generating more power
than what is theoretically possible (represented by the dashed line), it is only inertially
stored energy in the turbine that is being released.
4.4 Summary and Conclusion
Simulation models and methodologies for both the Simulink and VHDL-AMS simula-
tions are presented and discussed. The results of a torque step simulation is presented
for both simulation strategies. The speed estimation results of derivative-filter method
and the MRAS speed observer are then compared. The chapter concludes with the re-
sults of a variable speed simulation that demonstrate the MPPT control of the system.
The estimation techniques used all give very good performance, with the exception
of the speed estimator. The latter is the biggest problem in terms of estimation that
this system faces. It is shown that the derivative-filter method is the preferred choice
for speed estimation.
The torque and flux responses both convey very good performance. The torque
response has minimal overshoot, settles fast and has very little steady state error. The
flux linkage controller is only slightly affected by disturbances, such as the torque step.
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It is seen that the overall results of the VHDL-AMS simulation correlate well with the
Simulink simulation results.
The VHDL-AMS variable speed MPPT simulation demonstrates the most impor-
tant function of the system, and very good results are obtained.
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Chapter 5
Practical Implementation & Results
The previous chapters deal with the theoretical modelling, design and simulation of
the system – all contributing towards the practical implementation. Even though
theoretical simulations provide a good insight into the performance of a system, true
design validation will only be obtained by means of physical implementation.
This chapter presents the physical implementation methodology that consists of the
hardware configuration and design, as well as the software. Implementation issues that
were encountered during implementation and testing are discussed. Tests results of the
individual components of the system, and finally the full system, are then presented.
The chapter ends with conclusions and a discussion of the work presented in this
chapter.
5.1 Testing Methodology
The practical test are performed on a laboratory test setup, of which a diagrammatic
representation is given in Fig. 5.1. The hardware setup consists of a permanent magnet
synchronous generator (PMSG) coupled to an induction motor via a prop shaft and
gearbox.
The induction motor and gearbox emulate the wind and the wind turbine, which
is driven by a Danfoss variable speed drive (VSD) using torque control. The torque
reference is controlled by means of a portable analogue control knob, although it was
initially intended to feed data to the VSD to more realistically simulate wind conditions.
Time constraints did not allow the latter to be implemented.
The generator is connected to the power electronic converter by a three-phase cable
through an RLC filter. The control algorithms are implemented on a Texas Instruments
DSP, which controls the converter circuitry.
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DSP
VSD
Induction Motor
Gearbox
Propshaft
PMSG
Figure 5.1: A representation of the laboratory test setup.
Voltage and current probes are used to measure the filter capacitor line to neutral
voltages and generator phase currents, respectively. The rotor speed is measured by
means of a shaft encoder.. Torque measurements are obtained by a rotational torque
meter fixed to the prop shaft.
The converter used in this system had to be slightly modified to comply with the
requirements of the design. The first modification includes the moving of the current
sensors to the generator-side of the sinus filter, so that the clean stator current could
be measured rather than the noisy inductor current. The filter capacitor damping
resistances were also included.
Existing software from a previous implementation on the same hardware is re-used
and modified for this implementation. This will be futher discussed in the relevant
section.
The estimated variables in the DSP software is obtained by logging data in the
DSP memory, and then transmitting the data through RS232 to a computer. Only
very short time windows could be captured, due to the very limited flash memory
available on the DSP.
A digital to analogue converter (DAC) was tested to be implemented for real-time
readings from the estimators, but due the difficulties in implementation and quality of
readings, it was decided not to incorporate it into the tests.
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5.2 Implementation Issues
This section describes some issues that were encountered during the implementation
and testing of the system.
Electromagnetic interference (EMI) caused major problems in this implementation.
The first encounter with this phenomena was on the implementation of the designed
filter capacitances. Although the capacitors were theoretically sufficient for application
in this system, the excess EMI caused random behaviour on the electronics of the
system. The previous, larger filter capacitors were then used instead.
The converter housing did not have sufficient space to mount the damping resis-
tances, as they are quite large, so they had to be kept outside the housing, and con-
nected to the filter capacitors by cables. These cables broadcast the EMI through the
entire converter, as it was only much later discovered. The effects weren’t immediately
visible, but every now and then the converter would de-synchronise completely and go
oﬄine. It was later discovered that the DSP received a signal that triggered the stop
sequence, that was caused by the EMI from the cables connecting the filter capacitors
and damping resistances.
After some initial tests, the converter software started reporting voltage unbalance
errors on the DC bus capacitors. After numerous tests, dis-assemblies and assemblies of
the converter, and re-forming of the bus capacitors, the culprits were discovered. Two
of the six DC bus capacitors were faulty, and did not hold charge either sufficiently or
at all. They were replaced, and then re-formed.
In one of the tests, a bug in the newly developed generator control software caused
the converter to synchronise incorrectly. This caused large inrush currents from the
grid through the grid-side IGBT modules, which caused them to fail silently. When
the grid-synchronisation sequence was initiated again, the IGBTs did not respond to
the control signals from the DSP, and failed to start switching. This caused prolonged
large currents to flow through the soft-start resistors, and they failed very loudly. They
were replaced, along with the grid-side IGBT module, and testing continued.
The control circuitry of the generator-side IGBT module incurred damage dur-
ing the course of testing, presumably during the same incident when the grid-side
IGBT module had failed1. During a test, after synchronisation with the generator, the
generator-side IGBT module failed very loudly; It completely destroyed itself and its
control circuitry. The IGBT module was replaced with the last available spare, and
1A project engineer that assisted with the implementation also later discovered some errors in the
software that could have contributed to the failure of the IGBT modules.
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the tests were completed.
5.3 Program Flow
The most important and challenging work is done in software development. Presented
in this section are details on the DSP software and specific algorithms relevant to this
study.
The existing software takes care of the basic functions for operation, such as mea-
surement & ADC, protection and the grid-side control of the back-to-back converter.
The latter consists of the following:
• Initial charging of the DC-link bus capacitors from the utility network through
soft-start resistors,
• boost charging though PWM switching,
• synchronising with the electricity network,
• and then finally controlling the DC bus voltage.
The grid-side control keeps the DC bus voltage constant by transferring power
across the DC-link. The details of the grid-side will not be discussed, as it is outside
the scope of this work. For more detail on this see [30].
The generator interrupt service routine (ISR), which is called at each sampling
instant, is represented by the flow diagram in Fig. 5.2. The actual C-code for the
generator ISR can be found in Fig. E.1.
The ISR commences with obtaining measurements from the ADC and executing
the protection algorithms of the system. The next step is the Estimation sequence,
which represents the EEMF observer, flux observer and speed estimation. The actual
code for these can be found in Fig. E.2, Fig. E.3 and Fig. E.4, respectively.
The next step is a mechanism that forms part of the gain scheduling (GS) algo-
rithm. Depending on the state that the system is in, the algorithm either continues
or bypasses the control algorithms. If the system finds itself in a controlled state, the
Speed Controller step, which generates the torque command for the Torque Controller,
is either bypassed or selected. The actual code for the DTC and speed controllers can
be found in Fig. E.5.
The Torque Controller detail is expanded to the left of the main ISR flow. Another
one of the GS mechanisms inside this method controls how the torque reference is
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selected. Depending on the state of the system, the torque reference is either zero (Pre-
states and Pre-cut-in), generated by the speed controller or by the MPPT controller.
Finally, the control voltages produced by the flux and torque controllers are passed
to the SVM function, which in turn calculates the duty cycles for the converter switches.
ADC & Protection1
Estimation2
2 ≤ State ≤ 8 ?3
Flux Controller4
State ≥ 3 ?5
Speed Controller6
Torque Controller
SVM8
End9
Torque Controller
State == 2?
State ≥ 3?
m∗f = m
∗
f,speedm
∗
f = 0 m
∗
f = f(ωˆr)
Control
7
No
Yes
Yes
No
Yes
No
Yes
No
Figure 5.2: Flow diagram describing the generator interrupt service routine program flow.
Here ”State” bears reference to the state of the gain scheduling system, and not the physical
state of the system (as in ”State Estimation”).
Wind is inherently a stochastic energy source, and must therefore be regarded as
that. An innovative GS algorithm is required for the stable and effective high-level
control of a WECS, with sufficient contingencies in place.
The crux of the system, which is the GS algorithm, is represented by the flow
diagram in Fig. 5.3. This flow diagram can be seen as the detailed version of the
conceptual state diagram first presented in Fig. 3.7. The conceptual states’ relationship
to the actual DSP states are presented in the table in Fig. 5.3. The flow diagram is
also categorised according to these states for easy comparison to the conceptual design.
Once the system enters a state, it loops perpetually until the specific system variable
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being monitored breaches specified threshold values. The blocks marked S1 through
S7 are transition sequences that consist of the setting of initial values and assigning of
controller references, as required for the next state.
Unlike the generator ISR, which is executed in discreet intervals, the GS state
machine is a continuous process that monitors system variables and changes states,
starting values and control references accordingly.
The DSP software has a higher level of system operation, that functions in terms of
modes. When the grid-side converter is de-synchronised from the electricity network,
the system is in the Oﬄine mode. Once it has successfully synchronised with the
network, and the DC bus voltage is controlled, the mode changes to the Ready-Online
mode.
The Online mode is initiated when the generator-side converter is ready to syn-
chronise with the generator. The system now monitors the rotational speed of the
generator to determine the appropriate control action.
The system is initially in the Pre-states state, waiting for the rotational speed to
be in a safe region, that is, below ωcut in, for synchronising. Once this constraint is
satisfied, the GS algorithm transitions the system to the Pre-cut-in state. The system
is now ready to synchronise with the generator, and will transition to the Cut-in state
once the ωcut in threshold is breached.
The ‡-symbol represents a transition state, as indicated in the flow diagram. In this
state, the system waits for the rotational speed to stabilise, in order to prevent limit
cycles. This additional state is required in some transitions, and it was decided upon
implementation where the need arose.
The Cut-in state is also a type of transitional state, put in place to mitigate the
occurrence of limit cycle behaviour. Once the system adopts this state, the generator
rotational speed is controlled at ωcut in. The system filter-generator torque is now
monitored to see if and when the wind speed increases sufficiently to transition to
variable speed operation (MPPT ), or conversely, decreases enough to transition to the
Cut-out state.
When the filter-generator torque breaches the m2 threshold, the system transitions
to the variable speed MPPT state, which is the desired operating region of the WECS.
The generator rotational speed is monitored in this state, and is governed by the
threshold parameters ωcut out and ωmax. If the former is breached, the system transitions
to the the Cut out state. If the latter is breached, the system transitions to the Max.
Speed Limit state.
The Max. Speed Limit state is implemented as a protective measure to cater for
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Figure 5.3: Flow diagram describing the gain scheduling system flow of this system.
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the limitations of the WECS. The generator is controlled at ωmax, and the transition
decision is once again based on the filter-generator torque. If the wind speed decreases
enough, the system re-enters the MPPT state. Conversely, if the wind speed becomes
too high, the upper threshold of filter-generator torque is breached, and the system
transitions back to the Pre-states state. Here the system waits for the wind speed to
enter a safe region for synchronisation.
The Cut-out state can be seen as the intermediate state before generator de-
synchronisation, and is also implemented to mitigate possible instabilities in state
transitions. The generator is controlled at ωcut out, and the filter-generator torque is
monitored in order to infer wind behviour. If the wind speed decreases sufficiently, the
system de-synchronises, and transitions to the Pre-cut-in state. If the wind increases
sufficiently, the system transitions to the Cut-in state.
There is no analytical method to determine the threshold values, and they are
system specific. They have been determined by trial and error in this system.
5.4 Sub-system Test Results
In this section, the results obtained from the laboratory tests of the sub-systems com-
prising the WECS, are presented. These sub-systems are the estimators, DTC and
speed controller. The gain scheduling (GS) algorithm is demonstrated in the tests of
the full WECS, in the next section.
In terms of the estimation, results of the estimated EMF and subsequent rotor
position are presented for completeness, even though there is no effective way to gauge
their performance, other than estimation quality. The DTC is then tested by means
of torque steps, and finally the speed controller.
The parameters of the physical system are presented in Table 5.1. It should be
noted that the value of filter capacitance is not the same the designed value. This is
discussed earlier in Section 5.2.
The larger filter capacitance has, as a consequence, much larger currents flowing
through it. The losses in the damping resistances are therefore much more significant.
When one performs the calculations in (3.32) and (3.33) with the larger capacitance,
the losses in the damping resistance jump to approximately 113 Wrms.
This is still insignificant in terms of the system’s efficiency, but it does have conse-
quences when considering the power rating of the damping resistors. Ventilation must
now be taken into account, as a significant amount of heat must now be evacuated. In
this system, 150 W damping resistors are used, which are mounted to a heat sink for
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Table 5.1: Physical parameters of the WECS.
Parameter Value
Rated line voltage 400 V
Rated current 35 Arms
Rated rotational speed 150 rpm
Rated torque 1000 Nm
Pole pairs (Np) 20
Stator resistance (Rs) 0.4 Ω
Stator inductance (Ls) 10 mH
PM flux linkage (Φm) 1.0395 Wb-t
Filter inductance (Lf ) 600 µH
Filter inductor resistance (rf ) 30 mΩ
Filter capacitance (Cf ) 47 µF
Damping resistance (Rd) 10 Ω
Turbine moment of inertia (J) 300 kg·m2
Switching frequency (fs) 10 kHz
heat evacuation. The maximum operating frequency of this system is limited to 40 Hz,
mainly due to this issue.
5.4.1 State Estimattion
In this section practical results of the estimation are presented . Because of the difficulty
in gauging in a practical system, the flux observer output will not be presented.
The EMF and rotor position estimation results are obtained at a low speed, in the
range of 15-18 Hz, and a higher speed, in the range of 35-40 Hz. The results for the
low and high speeds are given in Fig. 5.4 and Fig. 5.5, respectively. The voltages are
in the αβ-frame.
As is clear from the plots, the estimated EMF voltages are far from the near-
perfect sinusoidal results obtained in the simulations. The quality of the estimation
does, however, improve significantly at higher speeds. This is due to the fact that the
estimation is based on the generator EMF voltage, which increases in magnitude with
an increase in speed.
The estimated rotor position obtained from the EMF voltages, for low and high
speeds, are given in Fig. 5.6 and Fig. 5.7, respectively.
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Figure 5.4: Practical estimated generator EMF (αβ reference frame) at low speed.
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Figure 5.5: Practical estimated generator EMF (αβ reference frame) at high speed.
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Figure 5.6: Practical estimated rotor position at low speed.
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Figure 5.7: Practical estimated rotor position at high speed.
As the rotor position estimation is obtained from the EMF voltages, its quality is
dependent on the quality of the EMF voltage estimation. This is clear from the results,
as the low speed position estimation resembles the corresponding noisy, low speed EMF
estimation.
It is possible to remove most of the noise, which is mostly due to the converter
switching, by digital filtering.
5.4.2 Torque Steps
Practical results of the operation of the DTC are presented here. Positive and negative
300 Nm steps are given as references to the torque controller. The positive torque
steps are initiated at an initial frequency of about 18 Hz, while the negative steps are
initiated at a frequency of about 30 Hz.
The response of the system to the positive 300Nm step is given in Fig. 5.8, along
with the simulated response in VHDL-AMS. The output from the torque sensor was
unusable in this test, due to severe noise.
It is clear that the practical response differs somewhat from the simulated response,
mostly in terms of damping. The settling times and steady state correlate acceptably.
A possible reason for the difference in response is a difference in the actual inertia of
the rotating parts, compared to the simulated value for inertia.
Another possible explanation is the reaction of the VSD controller. It is already
known that the VSD, under torque control, is to blame for the severe ripple seen on
the torque response.
The result for the negative 300 Nm torque step are given in Fig. 5.9, along with
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Figure 5.8: Measured electromagnetic torque (filter-generator) step in rotor speed accelera-
tion direction (up-step), including corresponding simulated VHDL-AMS response.
the simulated VHDL-AMS response. It is clear that the ripple on the torque response
for negative step is less than for the positive step.
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Figure 5.9: Measured electromagnetic torque (filter-generator) step in rotor speed decelera-
tion direction (down-step), including corresponding simulated VHDL-AMS response.
The torque responses of the DTC are satisfactory and correlate well with the pre-
dicted responses, except for the difference in damping.
5.4.3 Speed Control
The practical results of the constant speed controller are presented in this section. A
speed step and disturbance rejection test are performed. A caveat of this controller is
that it relies strongly upon the speed estimation, which in this system is not a very
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good estimation.
After synchronisation, the speed is controlled at Cut-in speed; a small step is then
made in the speed reference of about 10 %, of which the response is given in Fig. 5.10.
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Figure 5.10: Measured phase a stator current and mechanical rotor speed response of speed
control after Cut-in, and then a small speed step.
The controller responds to the step well, with a slight overshoot, and settles after
about 3 s. This type of bandwidth is acceptable in this system, as the wind speed is
generally assumed to vary slowly.
The response of the speed controller to an increasing load disturbance is given in
Fig. 5.11. The speed increases only slightly and stabilises, with a continued increase
in load.
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Figure 5.11: Measured phase a stator current and mechanical rotor speed response of speed
control on load increase.
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These results verify acceptable performance of the speed controller, which is an
integral part of this system.
5.5 WECS Test Results
Test results of the complete WECS are presented in this section. The system is sub-
jected to loads resembling increasing and decreasing wind speeds, in order that the most
important state transitions are covered. Rotor speed and phase current are plotted to
demonstrate the response of the system.
The results presented in this section are the culmination of the work done in this
thesis.
5.5.1 Transition from Pre-cut-in to Cut-in
The concept gain scheduling (GS) state diagram, highlighting the transition from Pre-
cut-in to Cut-in, is shown in Fig. 5.12.
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Figure 5.12: GS state diagram showing the state transition from the Pre-cut-in state to the
Cut-in state.
The measured mechanical rotor speed and phase a stator current for this transition
are given in Fig. 5.13. It can be seen that the generator mechanical rotor speed
increases until it reaches the cut-in speed just after 3 s. The converter synchronises
with the generator, which is then controlled at the cut-in speed.
The state transition is successful and the system now resides in the Cut-in state.
5.5.2 Transition from Cut-in to MPPT
The concept GS state diagram, highlighting the transition from Cut-in to MPPT, is
shown in Fig. 5.14.
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Figure 5.13: Measured phase a stator current and mechanical rotor speed response of the
state transition from Pre-cut-in to Cut-in
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Figure 5.14: GS state diagram showing the state transition from the Cut-in state to the
MPPT state.
The measured mechanical rotor speed and phase a stator current for this transition
are given in Fig. 5.15. The load increases steadily, represented by the increasing phase
current, and the system then transitions to the MPPT state at about 4.5 s. The
variable speed and corresponding load increase is clear after the transition.
This state transition is successful and the system now resides in the MPPT state.
5.5.3 Transition from MPPT to Max. Speed Limit
The concept GS state diagram, highlighting the transition from MPPT to Max. Speed
Limit, and vice versa, is shown in Fig. 5.16.
The measured mechanical rotor speed and phase a stator current for this transition
are given in Fig. 5.17. The maximum speed is reached at about 2 s, and the system
transitions to the Max. Speed Limit state, where the generator is controlled at the
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Figure 5.15: Measured phase a stator current and mechanical rotor speed response of state
transitions from Cut-in to MPPT.
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Figure 5.16: GS state diagram showing the state transition from the MPPT state to the
Max Speed Limit state.
maximum speed of 40 Hz. This translates to roughly 12.5 rad/s in mechanical rotor
speed, as in the plot.
As is clear from the plot, here are some oscillations on the measured current. This
can be attributed to the torque control system of the VSD driving the induction motor.
This state transition is successful and the system now resides in the Max. Speed
Limit state. If the load increases sufficiently, the converter will de-synchronise, and
the system will transition to the Pre-states state. The latter transition is not tested in
the practical implementation.
5.5.4 Re-Entry From Maximum Speed to MPPT
The measured mechanical rotor speed and phase a stator current for this transition
are given in Fig. 5.18. As the load is decreased, an initial decrease in rotor speed can
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Figure 5.17: Measured phase a stator current and mechanical rotor speed response of the
state transition from MPPT to Max. Speed Limit.
be observed. This is simply the speed controller that can not keep up with the rate of
load decrease. The actual re-entry transition to the MPPT state occurs at about 4.2
s. A transient on the current makes the transition clear.
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Figure 5.18: Measured phase a stator current and mechanical rotor speed response of the
state transition from Max speed re-entry to MPPT.
The measurement from the mechanical torque sensor for this transition is given
in Fig. 5.19. It is interesting to note that the developed torque prior to the tran-
sition nears the rated torque of the generator; this is dictated by the turbine blade
power characteristics. The transient in the stator current is also reflected in the torque
measurement.
The system successfully limits the specified maximum speed, and then successfully
re-enters the variable speed (MPPT ) state when the conditions permit it.
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Figure 5.19: Mechanical torque sensor measurement for the re-entry transition from Max.
Speed Limit to the MPPT state.
5.5.5 Cut-out Transition
The concept GS state diagram, highlighting the transition from MPPT to Cut-out,
and then finally to Pre-cut-in, is shown in Fig. 5.20.
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Figure 5.20: GS state diagram showing the state transition from the MPPT state to Cut-out,
and then finally to Pre-cut-in.
The mechanical rotor speed and phase a stator current for this transition are given
in Fig. 5.21. The system is initially in the MPPT region, with the load, and conse-
quently the speed, steadily decreasing. When the speed is below the cut-in speed, the
system transitions to the Cut-out state. This transition occurs at about 6.5 s.
When the load decreases sufficiently, the system de-synchronises, and transitions to
the Pre-cut-in state. This final transition occurs at about 8.5 s.
The system functions as desired, and the transitions are successful.
A mechanical torque sensor measurement, showing transitions from Pre-cut-in to
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Figure 5.21: Measured phase a stator current and mechanical rotor speed response of the
state transition from MPPT to Cut-out.
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Figure 5.22: Mechanical torque sensor output showing transitions from Pre-cut-in to Cut-in,
to MPPT, to Cut-out and then finally to Pre-cut-in.
Cut-in, Cut-in to MPPT, MPPT to Cut-out, and then finally back to Pre-cut-in, is
given in Fig. 5.22.
The system transitions to Cut-in just after 6 s, to MPPT at about 7 s, to Cut-out
just before 8 s, and then finally de-synchronises just after 8.5 s. These transitions occur
in a very short time of about 2.5 s, from synchronisation to de-synchronisation. This
demonstrates the robustness of the system to sudden changes in wind conditions.
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5.6 Summary and Discussion
The practical implementation, testing methodology and test results of the system in
question are presented. The testing methodology is given, after which a summary of
implementation issues encountered is presented.
Test results of the various sub-systems comprising the WECS are presented, and
their performance is scrutinised and validated. The practical torque step response of
the system is compared to the simulated response in VHDL-AMS. They are found to
correlate well, except for differences in damping.
The speed controller is tested by subjecting it to a speed step, as well as testing its
robustness to load disturbances. The results are satisfactory, and valid for implemen-
tation in the full WECS.
Finally, the complete WECS is tested by varying the load, and allowing the GS
system to traverse the states. It does so successfully, and the working of the com-
plete system is verified. A final test, represented by mechanical torque measurements,
demonstrates the robustness of the system, even when subjected to sudden changes in
wind.
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Conclusion
6.1 Summary and Conclusions
The initial goals of this thesis, as set out in Section 1.2, can be summarised as follows:
To model, design and implement a complete position sensorless wind energy conversion
system (WECS), incorporating direct torque control with space vector modulation
(DTC-SVM) of a permanent magnet generator (PMSG), with an RLC filter.
In the first chapter of this thesis, the above mentioned goal statement is introduced
and supported by a summary of relevant literature. From the literature discussed, it is
clear that the effective control of a WECS is the biggest challenge in this field of study.
It is also believed, as is stated in Section 1.2, that the proposed system conforms
to the current, and more importantly, future technological trends, as indicated by
the literature. The objective, then, of the research conducted and presented in the
subsequent chapters, is to find a solution to the previously stated challenge, with
regards to the proposed system.
In the second chapter, mathematical models of the system are derived and various
fundamental concepts are presented and discussed. Reference frame theory is applied
to the base electrical model of the system, in order to obtain the stationary and ro-
tating reference frame models. It is clear, especially when considering the stator flux
synchronously rotation reference frame (xy reference frame), that the complexity of the
system model increases significantly with the inclusion of the RLC filter. The complete
model of the system is designated as the filter-generator model.
The coordinate transformations are not only necessary to simplify the design and
simulation of the system, but are required by the sub-systems comprising the WECS.
For example, the vector control method that is implemented in this system, viz. parallel
structure DTC-SVM, requires the system model to be expressed in the stator flux
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synchronously rotating reference frame, whereas the EMF estimation method requires
a stationary frame model.
Approximate transfer functions of the flux linkage and torque controller plants,
referring to the parallel structure DTC-SVM, are derived presented; these transfer
functions are helpful when designing or tuning the PI controller gains. The coupling
effects between the components of the xy reference frame are neglected in this deriva-
tion. The need for an RLC filter is also motivated, and the implications of its inclusion
are discussed.
In the third chapter, equivalent closed-loop digital transfer functions for the parallel
structure DTC are derived, and then used to obtain satisfactory gains for the conrollers.
These transfer functions can be used to analytically determine the optimal gains, but
only manual tuning is used in this system. The gains for the EEMF and flux linkage
observers, as well as the speed controller, are given. These are also determined by
manual tuning.
The design of the RLC filter components is presented, neglecting the effect of the
damping resistance. An expression for the resonance frequency of the filter-generator
model is derived. A plot of the resonance frequency versus the value of the damping
resistance shows quite a significant decrease in resonance frequency, with an increase
in damping resistance. This actually shows that a great deal of consideration must
be given to the presence of the damping resistance when designing the other filter
components.
A gain scheduling (GS) state machine concept, with the objective of governing
the top-level control of the WECS, is presented. The maximum power point tracking
(MPPT) controller of the system, which is essentially a rotor speed dependent torque
reference, is presented and discussed. This algorithm is inherently sensitive to turbine
blade parameter variation, as its coefficients depend on turbine blade power data. The
simplicity, however, of implementing MPPT with a torque controller system is clear.
In the fourth chapter, simulation models and methodologies of the system and
simulation results, are presented. An integral part of this thesis is the implementation
of the system in a VHDL-AMS simulation, as as this not widely publicised. The system
is simulated in both Simulink and VHDL-AMS, of which the former is mostly done to
verify the latter.
A torque step simulation is done for both the Simulink and VHDL-AMS simulations,
where a 500 Nm torque step command is given to the DTC-SVM; this is done with
initial system frequencies of 20 Hz and 40 Hz, so that the whole operating range of the
WECS is covered. The results demonstrate the good performance of the estimators,
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as well as the DTC-SVM. The response of the torque controller is fast, with minimum
overshoot, and the steady state error is minor. The flux linkage controller demonstrates
exceptional accuracy and disturbance rejection, as its main objective is constant flux
control.
The VHDL-AMS simulation results correlate very well with the Simulink simulation
resuls. The only noticeable anomalies are a difference in the overshoot of the torque
controller response, the flux linkage magnitude steady state error and a high frequency
component in the torque and flux linkage responses of the VHDL-AMS simulation.
Some of these differences can be attributed to the more accurate IGBT and reverse
diode models used in the VHDL-AMS simulation.
A comparison of the performance of the MRAS speed estimator and the derivative-
filter method is presented and discussed. It is concluded that the much simpler
derivative-filter method yields superior performance, and over a wider operating range,
than more complex MRAS speed observer.
In the final part of the chapter, a strategy is presented to evaluate the performance
of the MPPT controller in Simulation. A wind turbine simulator (WTS) is implemented
to more accurately model the effect of the turbine. The system in the VHDL-AMS
simulation, incorporating the WTS, is subjected to wind speed inputs that resemble
quite rapidly changing wind conditions. The system performs very well, and tracks the
maximum power points quickly. This is an important simulation, as it demonstrates
that, in theory at least, the variable speed state of the system does what is has been
designed to do.
In the fifth and final chapter, practical implementation and testing methodologies
of the system are presented. Practical issues that were encountered during implemen-
tation and testing are also discussed.
Existing software that is responsible for grid synchronisation of the grid-side con-
verter and DC bus voltage control, which is extended and modified for this imple-
mentation, is briefly discussed. The software that is developed for this system is then
discussed. The final implementation of the gain scheduling (GS) is presented and
discussed, with the help of flow diagrams.
The practical test results commence with results of the estimation at low and high
speeds, of which only the EMF observer and subsequent rotor position estimation are
presented. The EMF estimation at low speeds is very noisy, with an equally noisy rotor
position estimation; the noise is mitigated to a large degree by digital filtering.
The results of torque steps of ±300 Nm are presented and compared to simulated
responses of the VHDL-AMS simulation. The results correlate well, but deviate in
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terms of damping. This can be attributed to inaccurate models and system parameters,
such as the moment of inertia of the rotating parts, and also the torque controller of
the VSD.
Results of the speed controller response to a speed step, as well as subjecting the
system to a load disturbance, are presented. The tests show good, stable performance
of the speed controller, as well as sufficient robustness to disturbances. Although the
response of the speed controller seems slow, it is more than sufficient when considering
the large average time constant of wind.
The test results of the complete WECS are then finally presented. The system
is subjected to mechanical load variation, representing wind speed variation. The
GS algorithm successfully traverses the various states with stable transitions. Torque
measurement results of a final test demonstrates the good performance of the system,
even under rapidly changing wind conditions.
With reference to the previous summary of the work done, it can confidently be
stated that the objectives of this thesis have been reached.
6.2 Recommendations for Future Work
To stimulate critical thinking towards future research topics, the following recommen-
dations are given:
• More analysis can be done on the derived filter-generator model of the system.
• The approximate transfer functions presented in Section 2.3.2 can be used for
more detailed analysis of the system, such as analysis on the closed loop dynamics,
including pole-zero and bode analysis.
• More robust estimation methods, such as Kalman filtering, should be investi-
gated.
• An investigation on the stability of the proposed MRAS speed observer method
could be done.
• Mathematical analysis and modelling of the gain scheduling system, so that an-
alytical methods can be developed to determine the optimal thresholds.
• Analytical design of the estimators.
• A comparison study on the performance of the proposed system as compared to
other similar systems, and even different topologies.
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• It would be interesting to implement this system in practice, to evaluate its
performance when subjected to real wind.
It is the hope of the author that this work will not only contribute to the field
of study, but that the shortcomings of the research will give rise to more research
endeavours.
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Appendix A
Derivation of the xy Reference
Frame Filter-Generator Model
The xy-αβ coordinate transformation in (2.6) is applied to the (slightly modified)
stationary frame (αβ) model (2.5) of the filter-generator:
~vi,xy = Rf~if,xy + LfKxy
d~if
dt
+ ~vo,x, (A.1a)
~vo,xy = ~vc,xy +Rd~ic,xy, (A.1b)
~ic,xy = CfKxy
~vc
dt
, (A.1c)
~vs,xy = Rs~is,xy +Kxy
d~Φs
dt
, (A.1d)
~Φs,xy = Ls~is,xy + ΦfKxy,
[
sin θr
cos θr
]
, (A.1e)
which produces some unsolved, non-linear terms, of which the solutions constitute
the remainder of this derivation. Vectors with no subscript are implicitly assumed to
be stationary (αβ) frame variables.
• Solution of (A.1c):
The chain rule re-arranged:
g(t) · d
dt
[f(t)] =
d
dt
[f(t) · g(t)]− d
dt
[g(t)] · f(t) (A.2)
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Then applying the chain rule in (A.2) to (A.1c) we obtain:
Kxy
d~vc
dt
=
d
dt
[Kxy~vc]− d
dt
[Kxy]~vc (A.3)
=
d~vc,xy
dt
− d
dt
[Kxy]~vc, (A.4)
and
d
dt
[Kxy] =
dγs
dt
[
− sin γs cos γs
− cos γs − sin γs
]
, (A.5)
with
γs = θr + δ, (A.6a)
dγs
dt
=
dθr
dt
+
dδ
dt
. (A.6b)
By combining (A.5) and (A.6), we obtain
d
dt
[Kxy]~vc =
(
ωr +
dδ
dt
)[− sin γs cos γs
− cos γs − sin γs
][
~vc,α
~vc,β
]
(A.7)
= ωΦ
[
~vc,y
−~vc,x
]
, (A.8)
with let ωΦ = ωr +
dγs
dt
.
Substituting (A.4) and (A.8) into (A.1c), we obtain
~ic,xy = Cf
d~vc,xy
dt
+ CfωΦ
[
−~vc,y
+~vc,x
]
. (A.9)
• Solution of (A.1a):
By applying the chain rule, and following the same reasoning, we obtain
~vi,xy = Rf~if,xy + Lf
d~if,xy
dt
+ LfωΦ
[
−~ify
~ifx
]
+ ~vs,xy. (A.10)
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• Solution of (A.1d):
Once again by applying the chain rule, and following the same reasoning, we
obtain
~vs,xy = Rs~is,xy +
d~Φs,xy
dt
+ ωΦ
[
0
Φsx
]
. (A.11)
• Solution of (A.1e):
Finally, by evaluating and simplifying (A.1e), we obtain
~Φs,xy = Ls~is,xy + Φf
[
cos δ
− sin δ
]
. (A.12)
This concludes the derivation of the xy-frame model of the filter-generator.
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Derivation of Approximate Parallel
Structure DTC-SVM Transfer
Functions
The derivation of the approximate transfer functions of the flux linkage and torque
plants of the combined filter-generator model is presented in detail in this chapter.
B.1 Flux Linkage
The objective here is to obtain
GΦ(s) =
Φfx(s)
Vix(s)
. (B.1)
First let us consider the expanded expression for the filter-generator flux linkage
from (2.7e) and (2.8a):
Φfx = Lf ifx + Lsisx + Φm, (B.2)
and we know from basic circuit theory that
isx = ifx − icx, (B.3a)
icx = Cf
dvsx
dt
. (B.3b)
Note that the cross-coupling term in (B.3b) has been omitted for simplicity, as
the goal here is not exact transfer functions. The inclusion of the cross-coupling term
would make it implausible or maybe even impossible to derive de-coupled equivalent
transfer functions.
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Substituting (B.3a) and (B.3b) into (B.2), taking the derivative, and simplifying,
we obtain:
dΦfx
dt
= (Lf + Ls)
difx
dt
− LsCf d
2vcx
dt2
. (B.4)
Taking the Laplace transformation of (B.4), it becomes
sΦfx = sLsIfx − s2LsCfVsx. (B.5)
Substituting (B.3b) into (2.7b) and taking the Laplace transform, we obtain:
Vsx = Vcx (1 +RdCfs) . (B.6)
Substituting (B.6) into (B.5), it becomes
sΦfx = sLsIfx − s
2LsCf
1 +RdCfs
. (B.7)
Taking the Laplace transform of (2.7d), omitting the cross-coupling terms and re-
arranging, we obtain
Ifx =
1
rf
(Vix − sΦfx) , (B.8)
By applying simple circuit theory, and omitting cross-coupling terms, we obtain
Vsx = Vix − rfIfx − sLfIfx. (B.9)
Let (B.9) and (B.8) are substituted into (B.7); simplifying, we obtain
GΦ(s) =
Φfx(s)
Vix(s)
=
1
LfCf
(LfCfs
2 +RdCfs+ 1)
s3 +
Rd
Lf
s2 +
1
LfCf
s+
rf
LfCfLs
, (B.10)
where it has been assumed in the derivation that Ls
rf
>> RdCf . This concludes the
solution of the objective in (B.1).
B.2 Torque
The objective here is to obtain
Gm(s) =
mf (s)
Viy(s)
. (B.11)
Taking the derivative of (2.7b), Laplace transforming, and re-arranging, we obtain
Icy =
sCf
1 +RdCfs
Vsy. (B.12)
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Taking the Laplace transform of the y-components of (B.3a) and (B.3b), and omit-
ting the cross-coupling terms, we obtain
Isy = Ify − Cfs
1 +RdCfs
Vsy. (B.13)
Taking the Laplace transform of the y-component of (2.7a), omitting the coupling
terms and re-arranging, we obtain
Vsy = Viy − rfIfy − sLfIfy, (B.14)
and then substituting (B.14) into (B.13), it becomes
Isy = Ify − Cfs
1 +RdCfs
(Viy − Ifyrf − sLfIfy) . (B.15)
Substituting (2.7e) into the y-component of (2.7d), and taking the Laplace trans-
form, it becomes
Viy = rfIfy + sLsIsy + Φmωr. (B.16)
where it is assumed that that δ ' 0, which means that ωΦ ' ωr. It is also assumed
that the stator flux linkage is constant and Φsx ' Φm.
Now taking the Laplace transform of (2.1a), with the previous assumption that
δ ' 0, i.e. the load is zero, and assuming that mf ' me, it becomes
sωr =
Np
J
mf . (B.17)
We know that
me =
2Np
3
ifyΦsx, (B.18)
and assuming Φsx ' Φm, then taking the Laplace transform and re-arranging,
(B.18) becomes
Ify =
2
3NpΦm
mf . (B.19)
Let
Gc(s) =
Cfs
1 +RdCfs
, (B.20)
then substituting (B.15) into (B.16), it becomes
Viy = rfIfy + sLd (Ify −Gc(s) · Viy + rfGc(s)Ify + sLfGc(s) · Ify) + Φmωr. (B.21)
Substituting (B.18) and (B.17) into (B.21), we finally obtain
Gm(s) =
mf (s)
Viy(s)
=
3ΦmNp
2Ls
s (LsCfs
2 +RdCfs+ 1)
LfCfs4 + Cf (rf +Rd) s3 + s2 +
rf
Ls
s+
NpΦm
J
, (B.22)
assuming that 1 >>
rfRdCf
Ls
. This completes the solution of the objective in (B.11).
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Simulink Model Diagrams
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Figure C.1: Top-level inverter/switching model of the Simulink simulation.
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Figure C.2: Top-level DEPWM pulse generation model of the Simulink simulation.
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Figure C.3: A component of the DEPWM pulse generation model of the Simulink simulation
(First triggered block in Fig. C.2, clockwise from the top).
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Figure C.4: A component of the DEPWM pulse generation model of the Simulink simulation
(Second triggered block in Fig. C.2, clockwise from the top).
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Figure C.5: A component of the DEPWM pulse generation model of the Simulink simulation
(Third triggered block in Fig. C.2, clockwise from the top).
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Figure C.6: Filter-generator model of the Simulink simulation.
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Figure C.7: EM torque calculation of the filter-generator model in Fig. C.6.
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Figure C.10: Modified dq to αβ transformation of the adaptive flux linkage current model.
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Figure C.12: αβ to dq transformation of the Simulink simulation.
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Figure C.13: dq to αβ transformation of the Simulink simulation.
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Figure C.14: αβ to xy transformation of the Simulink simulation.
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Figure C.15: xy to αβ transformation of the Simulink simulation.
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Figure C.16: EEMF observer model of the Simulink simulation.
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Figure C.18: Current model of the stator flux linkage observer model.
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Figure C.19: DTC model of the Simulink simulation.
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VHDL-AMS Simulation Code
1 -- Circuit:
2 --LABEL: ENTITY: ARCHITECTURE: PARAMETERS: PORTS:
3 -- DC Voltage source and bus capacitors
4 dcp: entity dc_source (default) generic map ( V=>Vdc/2.0 ) port map ( n1, electrical_ref );
5 dcm: entity dc_source (default) generic map ( V=>Vdc/2.0 ) port map ( electrical_ref, n2 );
6 -- Inverter IGBT bridge:
7 inverter: entity inverter_bridge (default) port map ( n1, n2, a0, b0, c0, a_top_ctrl, a_bottom_ctrl,
8 b_top_ctrl, b_bottom_ctrl,
9 c_top_ctrl, c_bottom_ctrl );
10 -- RLC Filter:
11 Lfa: entity inductor (default) generic map ( L=>Lf, r0=>Rf ) port map ( p=>a0, m=>a1, vm=>vL_a, im=>if_a );
12 Lfb: entity inductor (default) generic map ( L=>Lf, r0=>Rf ) port map ( p=>b0, m=>b1, vm=>vL_b, im=>if_b );
13 Lfc: entity inductor (default) generic map ( L=>Lf, r0=>Rf ) port map ( p=>c0, m=>c1, vm=>vL_c, im=>if_c );
14 Cfa: entity capacitor (default) generic map ( C=>Cf ) port map ( p=>a1, m=>a2, im=>ic_a, vm=>vc_a );
15 Cfb: entity capacitor (default) generic map ( C=>Cf ) port map ( p=>b1, m=>b2, im=>ic_b, vm=>vc_b );
16 Cfc: entity capacitor (default) generic map ( C=>Cf ) port map ( p=>c1, m=>c2, im=>ic_c, vm=>vc_c );
17 Rca: entity resistor (default) generic map ( R=>rc ) port map ( p=>a2, m=>nc );
18 Rcb: entity resistor (default) generic map ( R=>rc ) port map ( p=>b2, m=>nc );
19 Rcc: entity resistor (default) generic map ( R=>rc ) port map ( p=>c2, m=>nc );
20 -- Breaker:
21 Synca: entity varistor (default) port map ( p=>a1, m=>a3, r=>Rsync );
22 Syncb: entity varistor (default) port map ( p=>b1, m=>b3, r=>Rsync );
23 Syncc: entity varistor (default) port map ( p=>c1, m=>c3, r=>Rsync );
24 -- Generator:
25 Lsa: entity inductor (default) generic map ( L=>Ls ) port map ( p=>a3, m=>a4 );
26 Lsb: entity inductor (default) generic map ( L=>Ls ) port map ( p=>b3, m=>b4 );
27 Lsc: entity inductor (default) generic map ( L=>Ls ) port map ( p=>c3, m=>c4 );
28 Rsa: entity resistor (default) generic map ( R=>Rs ) port map ( p=>a4, m=>a5 );
29 Rsb: entity resistor (default) generic map ( R=>Rs ) port map ( p=>b4, m=>b5 );
30 Rsc: entity resistor (default) generic map ( R=>Rs ) port map ( p=>c4, m=>c5 );
31 -- PMSG EMF model:
32 es_a == -omega_r*psi_PM*sin(theta_r);
33 es_b == -omega_r*psi_PM*sin(theta_r - math_2_pi/3.0);
34 es_c == -omega_r*psi_PM*sin(theta_r + math_2_pi/3.0);
35 es_alphabeta == abc_alphabeta( es_a, es_b, es_c );
36 -- Mechanical model:
37 if domain = quiescent_domain use
38 omega_r == omega0;
39 else
40 (J/p)*omega_r’dot + (b/p)*omega_r == m_e - m_L;
41 end use;
42 theta_r == omega_r’integ;
43 p_e == is_a*es_a + is_b*es_b + is_c*es_c;
44 m_e*(omega_r/p) == is_a*es_a + is_b*es_b + is_c*es_c;
45 omega_m == omega_r/p;
Figure D.1: VHDL-AMS implementation of the RLC filter and PMSG circuit model.
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1 -- EEMF OBSERVER:
2 v := v_t;
3 i := i_s;
4
5 -- Part A:
6 i_tilde := i - i_hat_prev;
7 y := y_prev + (Ts/2.0)*( i_tilde + i_tilde_prev );
8 e := (-1.0)*( K_i*y + K_p*i_tilde );
9
10 e_s := e;
11 theta_r_est := arctan( e(1), e(2) );
12
13 -- Part B:
14 x := v - e - Rs*i_hat_prev;
15 y_hat := y_hat_prev + (Ts/2.0)*( x + x_prev );
16
17 -- Delayed values:
18 i_hat_prev := ( (1.0/(Ls))*y_hat(1), (1.0/(Ls))*y_hat(2) );
19 i_tilde_prev := i_tilde;
20 y_prev := y;
21 y_hat_prev := y_hat;
22 x_prev := x;
Figure D.2: VHDL-AMS implementation of the digital EEMF observer.
1 -- FLUX OBSERVER
2 --Co-ordinate transformation of stator current:
3 i_s_dq := alphabeta_dq( i_s, theta_r_est );
4
5 --Current model of stator flux linkage:
6 phi_s_dq := ( i_s_dq(1)*Ld + phi_PM, i_s_dq(2)*Lq );
7
8 --Transform stator flux to stationary reference frame:
9 phi_s_i := dq_alphabeta( phi_s_dq, theta_r_est );
10
11 --Error signal for compensator:
12 err_phi := phi_s_i - phi_s;
13
14 --Compensation voltage
15 v_comp := v_comp + ( kp+ki*(Ts/2.0) )*err_phi + ( ki*(Ts/2.0)-kp )*err_phi_prev;
16
17 --Voltage model (Integrator)
18 x_phi := v_t - Rs*i_s + v_comp;
19 phi_s := phi_s + (Ts/2.0)*(x_phi + x_phi_prev);
20
21 --Stator Flux Angle
22 gamma_s := arctan( phi_s(1), phi_s(2) );
23
24 --Inverter/Filter Flux (Assuming that is_A is close to if_A)
25 phi_f := Lf*i_f + phi_s;
26
27 -- Estimate machine electromagnetic torque
28 m_e_est := (3.0*p/2.0)*( phi_s(1)*i_s(2) - phi_s(2)*i_s(1) );
29
30 -- Estimate inverter torque
31 m_i := (3.0*p/2.0)*( phi_i(1)*i_f(2) - phi_i(2)*i_f(1) );
32
33 --Previous values
34 err_phi_prev := err_phi;
35 x_phi_prev := x_phi;
Figure D.3: VHDL-AMS implementation of the digital flux linkage observer.
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1 -- Speed estimation:
2 -- Unwrap angle:
3 if theta_r_est > theta_r_est_prev + (math_pi/2.0) then -- Direction dependent
4 omega_r_est := 0.995*omega_r_est - 0.005*(1.0/Ts)*(theta_r_est - (theta_r_est_prev + math_2_pi) );
5 else
6 omega_r_est := 0.995*omega_r_est - 0.005*(1.0/Ts)*(theta_r_est - theta_r_est_prev);
7 end if;
8
9 -- Digital filter:
10 ome_r1 := 0.995*ome_r1 + 0.005*omega_r_est;
Figure D.4: VHDL-AMS implementation of the digital derivative-filter speed estimation.
1 -- Speed Controller
2 err_omega := omega_ref - ome_r1;
3 --Calculate next torque command:
4 m_e_ref_spd := m_e_ref_spd + (kp_spd + (Ts/2.0)*ki_spd)*err_omega + ((Ts/2.0)*ki_spd - kp_spd)*err_omega_prev;
5 --Delayed values:
6 err_omega_prev := err_omega;
Figure D.5: VHDL-AMS implementation of the digital speed controller.
1 -- DTC:
2 --Torque reference:
3 if now >= 0 ms and now < 10 ms then
4 -- m_e_ref := m_e_ref_spd;
5 -- m_e_ref := -( 0.0185*ome_r1*ome_r1 - 1.575*ome_r1 );
6 m_e_ref := 0.0;
7 elsif now >= 10 ms and now < 160 ms then
8 m_e_ref := 500.0;
9 elsif now >= 160 ms and now < 310 ms then
10 m_e_ref := -500.0;
11 else
12 m_e_ref := 0.0;
13 end if;
14
15 abs_psi_s := abs(psi_s);
16 abs_psi_i := abs(psi_i);
17 --Co-ordinate transformation of currents:
18 i_xy := alphabeta_dq( i_f, gamma_s - math_pi/2.0 );
19
20 err_psi_dtc := psi_ref - abs_psi_i;
21 err_m_dtc := m_e_ref - m_i;
22 --Controller integration:
23 x_psi_dtc := x_psi_dtc_prev + (Ts/2.0)*(err_psi_dtc + err_psi_dtc_prev);
24 x_m_dtc := x_m_dtc_prev + (Ts/2.0)*(err_m_dtc + err_m_dtc_prev);
25 --Control voltage generation:
26 u_xy(1) := kp_psi*err_psi_dtc + ki_psi*x_psi_dtc + Rf*i_xy(1);
27 u_xy(2) := kp_m*err_m_dtc + ki_m*x_m_dtc + Rf*i_xy(2);
28 --Transform voltages to stationary frame for SVM:
29 u_s := dq_alphabeta( u_xy, gamma_s - math_pi/2.0);
30 --Delayed values
31 x_psi_dtc_prev := x_psi_dtc;
32 err_psi_dtc_prev := err_psi_dtc;
33 x_m_dtc_prev := x_m_dtc;
34 err_m_dtc_prev := err_m_dtc;
35 m_i_prev := m_i;
36 theta_r_est_prev := theta_r_est;
37 p_e_est_prev := p_e_est;
38 omega_r_est_prev := omega_r_est;
Figure D.6: VHDL-AMS implementation of digital DTC.
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1 -- Switch Control
2 -- Reference voltage
3 if now < 0.0e-3 then
4 v_ref := (3.0/2.0)*( -Vm*sin(omega0*now), Vm*cos(omega0*now) );
5 u_s_prev := u_s;
6 else
7 --v_ref := u_s;
8 v_ref := u_s_prev; -- One sample delay to simulate PWM voltage generation
9 u_s_prev := u_s;
10 end if;
11
12 -- Space Vector Modulation (Generation of DEPWM duty cycles)
13 dc := svm( v_ref, Vdc );
14
15 -- Limit duty cycles (generated by SVM)
16 if dc(1) > 0.99 then
17 dc(1) := 0.99;
18 elsif dc(1) < 0.01 then
19 dc(1) := 0.01;
20 end if;
21
22 if dc(2) > 0.99 then
23 dc(2) := 0.99;
24 elsif dc(2) < 0.01 then
25 dc(2) := 0.01;
26 end if;
27
28 if dc(3) > 0.99 then
29 dc(3) := 0.99;
30 elsif dc(3) < 0.01 then
31 dc(3) := 0.01;
32 end if;
33
34 -- DEPWM:
35 -- Calculate delay times
36 t_delta_a := Ts*(1.0-dc(1))*unit_time/2.0;
37 t_hi_a := dc(1)*Ts*unit_time;
38
39 t_delta_b := Ts*(1.0-dc(2))*unit_time/2.0;
40 t_hi_b := dc(2)*Ts*unit_time;
41
42 t_delta_c := Ts*(1.0-dc(3))*unit_time/2.0;
43 t_hi_c := dc(3)*Ts*unit_time;
44
45 -- Switch ( With dead time )
46 a_top_ctrl <= ’0’, ’1’ after t_delta_a+Tdead, ’0’ after t_delta_a+t_hi_a;
47 a_bottom_ctrl <= ’1’, ’0’ after t_delta_a, ’1’ after t_delta_a+t_hi_a+Tdead;
48
49 b_top_ctrl <= ’0’, ’1’ after t_delta_b+Tdead, ’0’ after t_delta_b+t_hi_b;
50 b_bottom_ctrl <= ’1’, ’0’ after t_delta_b, ’1’ after t_delta_b+t_hi_b+Tdead;
51
52 c_top_ctrl <= ’0’, ’1’ after t_delta_c+Tdead, ’0’ after t_delta_c+t_hi_c;
53 c_bottom_ctrl <= ’1’, ’0’ after t_delta_c, ’1’ after t_delta_c+t_hi_c+Tdead;
Figure D.7: VHDL-AMS implementation of SVM and DEPWM switching signal generation.
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1 --IGBT inverter bridge (two-level inverter bridge)
2 library ieee;
3 use ieee.electrical_systems.all;
4
5 entity inverter_bridge is
6 port ( terminal p, m : electrical;
7 terminal a, b, c : electrical;
8 signal ctrl_a_top, ctrl_a_bottom, ctrl_b_top, ctrl_b_bottom, ctrl_c_top, ctrl_c_bottom : in bit );
9 end;
10
11 architecture default of inverter_bridge is
12 begin
13 sa1: entity igbt (behav) port map ( p, a, ctrl_a_top );
14 da1: entity d (behav) port map ( a, p );
15 sa2: entity igbt (behav) port map ( a, m, ctrl_a_bottom );
16 da2: entity d (behav) port map ( m, a );
17
18 sb1: entity igbt (behav) port map ( p, b, ctrl_b_top );
19 db1: entity d (behav) port map ( b, p );
20 sb2: entity igbt (behav) port map ( b, m, ctrl_b_bottom );
21 db2: entity d (behav) port map ( m, b );
22
23 sc1: entity igbt (behav) port map ( p, c, ctrl_c_top );
24 dc1: entity d (behav) port map ( c, p );
25 sc2: entity igbt (behav) port map ( c, m, ctrl_c_bottom );
26 dc2: entity d (behav) port map ( m, c );
27 end;
Figure D.8: VHDL-AMS implementation of the two-level IGBT converter circuit model.
1 -- ----------------------------------------------------------------------
2 -- Copyright (c) 2004 by ANSOFT Corp. All rights reserved. --
3 -- -----------------------------------------------------------------------
4
5 LIBRARY IEEE;
6 USE IEEE.ELECTRICAL_SYSTEMS.ALL;
7 USE IEEE.MATH_REAL.ALL;
8
9 ENTITY d IS
10 GENERIC (
11 ISAT : CURRENT := 1.0e-12; -- Saturation current
12 VT : VOLTAGE := 35.0e-3; -- Thermal voltage
13 RR : RESISTANCE := 100.0e3; -- Reverse resistance
14 VF : VOLTAGE := 0.8; -- Forward voltage
15 RB : RESISTANCE := 1.0e-3 -- Bulk Resistance
16 );
17 PORT (TERMINAL p,m : ELECTRICAL);
18 END ENTITY d;
19
20 ARCHITECTURE behav OF d IS
21 QUANTITY v ACROSS i THROUGH p TO m;
22 BEGIN
23 IF (v >= 0.0) USE
24 i == ISAT * ((exp(v/VT)) - 1.0);
25 ELSE
26 i == v/RR;
27 END USE;
28 END ARCHITECTURE behav;
Figure D.9: VHDL-AMS implementation of the diode model.
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1 -- ----------------------------------------------------------------------
2 -- Copyright (c) 2004 by ANSOFT Corp. All rights reserved. --
3 -- -----------------------------------------------------------------------
4
5 LIBRARY IEEE;
6 USE IEEE.ELECTRICAL_SYSTEMS.ALL;
7 USE IEEE.MATH_REAL.ALL;
8
9 ENTITY IGBT IS
10 GENERIC (
11 ISAT : CURRENT := 1.0e-12; -- Saturation current
12 VT : VOLTAGE := 35.0e-3; -- Thermal voltage
13 RR : RESISTANCE := 100.0e3; -- Reverse resistance
14 VF : VOLTAGE := 0.8; -- Forward voltage
15 RB : RESISTANCE := 1.0e-3 -- Bulk Resistance
16 );
17 PORT (TERMINAL C,E : ELECTRICAL;
18 CTRL : BIT := ’0’); -- Control Signal;
19 END ENTITY IGBT;
20
21 ARCHITECTURE behav OF IGBT IS
22 QUANTITY v ACROSS i THROUGH C TO E;
23 SIGNAL sw_on : BOOLEAN := FALSE;
24 BEGIN
25 --sw_on <= CTRL’ABOVE(0.0);
26 IF (v >= 0.0) AND (ctrl = ’1’) USE
27 i == ISAT * ((exp(v/VT)) - 1.0);
28 ELSE
29 i == v/RR;
30 END USE;
31 END ARCHITECTURE behav;
Figure D.10: VHDL-AMS implementation of the IGBT model.
1 --Clock
2 library ieee;
3 use ieee.math_real.all;
4
5 entity clock is
6 generic ( f0 : real := 10.0e3 );
7 port ( clk : out bit := ’0’ );
8 end;
9
10 architecture default of clock is
11 constant unit_time : time := 1.0 sec;
12 constant T0 : real := (1.0/f0);
13 signal clk_s : bit := ’0’;
14 begin
15 process (clk_s) is
16 begin
17 if clk_s’last_value = ’0’ then
18 clk_s <= ’1’, ’0’ after 0.5*T0*unit_time;
19 elsif clk_s’last_value = ’1’ then
20 clk_s <= ’0’, ’1’ after 0.5*T0*unit_time;
21 end if;
22 end process;
23 clk <= clk_s;
24 end default;
Figure D.11: VHDL-AMS implementation of the digital clock.
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1 library ieee;
2 use ieee.math_real.all;
3 use work.header.all;
4
5 package transformations is
6 function abc_alphabeta( xa, xb, xc : real ) return real_vector;
7 function alphabeta_abc( xs : real_vector ) return real_vector;
8 function alphabeta_dq( xs : space_vector ; theta : real ) return space_vector;
9 function dq_alphabeta( xdq : space_vector ; theta : real ) return space_vector;
10 end transformations;
11
12 package body transformations is
13 function abc_alphabeta( xa, xb, xc : real ) return real_vector is
14 variable x : space_vector;
15 begin
16 x(1) := (2.0/3.0)*( xa - xb*(1.0/2.0) - xc*(1.0/2.0) );
17 x(2) := (2.0/3.0)*( xb*sqrt(3.0)/2.0 - xc*sqrt(3.0)/2.0 );
18 return x;
19 end function abc_alphabeta;
20 function alphabeta_abc( xs : real_vector ) return real_vector is
21 variable x : real_vector(1 to 3);
22 begin
23 x(1) := sqrt(2.0/3.0)*( xs(1) );
24 x(2) := sqrt(2.0/3.0)*( xs(1)*(-1.0/2.0) + xs(2)*sqrt(3.0)/2.0 );
25 x(3) := sqrt(2.0/3.0)*( xs(1)*(-1.0/2.0) - xs(2)*sqrt(3.0)/2.0 );
26 return x;
27 end;
28 function alphabeta_dq( xs : space_vector ; theta : real ) return space_vector is
29 variable x : space_vector := (0.0, 0.0);
30 begin
31 x(1) := xs(1)*cos(theta) - xs(2)*sin(theta);
32 x(2) := xs(1)*sin(theta) + xs(2)*cos(theta);
33 return x;
34 end;
35 function dq_alphabeta( xdq : space_vector ; theta : real ) return space_vector is
36 variable x : space_vector := (0.0, 0.0);
37 begin
38 x(1) := xdq(1)*cos(theta) + xdq(2)*sin(theta);
39 x(2) := -xdq(1)*sin(theta) + xdq(2)*cos(theta);
40 return x;
41 end;
42 end transformations;
Figure D.12: VHDL-AMS implementation of the reference frame coordinate transforma-
tions.
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DSP Implementation Code
1 interrupt void GEN_isr(void){
2 //run_time = run_time + Ts;
3 serviceADC(GEN);
4 serviceProtection();
5 CheckHStemp();
6 // State Observers
7 EEMFObserver();
8 FluxObserver();
9 SpeedEstimator();
10
11 Vm_sync = sqrt( vs_A*vs_A + vs_B*vs_B );
12 Vm_sync_fil = 0.999*Vm_sync_fil + 0.001*Vm_sync;
13
14 if ( ipMode == MODE_ONLINE && ( ipState >= ONLINE_STATE02 ) && ( ipState <= ONLINE_STATE08 ) ) {
15 FluxController();
16 if ( ( ipState >= ONLINE_STATE03 ) && ( ipState <= ONLINE_STATE08 ) ) {
17 SpeedController();
18 }
19 TorqueController();
20
21 Vm_ref = sqrt( u_A*u_A + u_B*u_B );
22
23 rValpha = (3.0/2.0)*u_A;
24 rVbeta = (3.0/2.0)*u_B;
25 }
26 SpaceVectorPWM();
27 //m_e_fil = 0.9*m_e_fil + 0.1*m_e;
28 m_i_fil = 0.9*m_i_fil + 0.1*m_i;
29 }
Figure E.1: Code of the generator interrupt service routine, executed at each sample in-
stance.
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1 double kp_EEMF = 20.0;
2 double ki_EEMF = 1000.0;
3 double kp_FLUX = 1000;
4 double ki_FLUX = 5000
5
6 void EEMFObserver() {
7 // Transform to stationary reference frame (Clarke)
8 vs_A = Space_3A(Vu,Vv,Vw);
9 vs_B = Space_3B(Vu,Vv,Vw);
10
11 is_A = Space_3A(Iu,Iv,Iw);
12 is_B = Space_3B(Iu,Iv,Iw);
13
14 // EEMF Observer Compensator
15 erri_A = is_A - iso_A_prev;
16 erri_B = is_B - iso_B_prev;
17
18 yc_A = yc_A_prev + (Ts/2.0)*( erri_A + erri_A_prev);
19 yc_B = yc_B_prev + (Ts/2.0)*( erri_B + erri_B_prev);
20
21 es_A = -( kp_EEMF*erri_A + ki_EEMF*yc_A );
22 es_B = -( kp_EEMF*erri_B + ki_EEMF*yc_B );
23
24 // Calculate Rotor Angle
25 theta_r = atan2( es_A, es_B );
26
27 // Estimate rotor speed
28 //omega_r = sqrt( es_A*es_A + es_B*es_B )/phi_m;
29
30 // Stator Current Model
31 xo_A = vs_A - es_A - Rs*iso_A_prev;
32 xo_B = vs_B - es_B - Rs*iso_B_prev;
33
34 yo_A = yo_A_prev + (Ts/2.0)*( xo_A + xo_A_prev );
35 yo_B = yo_B_prev + (Ts/2.0)*( xo_B + xo_B_prev );
36
37 iso_A_prev = (1.0/Ls)*( yo_A );
38 iso_B_prev = (1.0/Ls)*( yo_B );
39
40 // Delayed Values
41 erri_A_prev = erri_A;
42 erri_B_prev = erri_B;
43 yc_A_prev = yc_A;
44 yc_B_prev = yc_B;
45 xo_A_prev = xo_A;
46 xo_B_prev = xo_B;
47 yo_A_prev = yo_A;
48 yo_B_prev = yo_B;
49
50 // Voltage dq transformation
51 vs_d = SpaceABd( vs_A, vs_B, theta_r );
52 vs_q = SpaceABq( vs_A, vs_B, theta_r );
53 }
Figure E.2: DSP implementation code of the EEMF observer.
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1 void FluxObserver() {
2 // Current Model
3 // Transform to rotor reference frame (Park)
4 is_d = SpaceABd(is_A, is_B, theta_r);
5 is_q = SpaceABq(is_A, is_B, theta_r);
6
7 phis_d = is_d*Ld + phi_m;
8 phis_q = is_q*Lq;
9
10 phis_Ai = Spacedq0A(phis_d, phis_q, theta_r);
11 phis_Bi = Spacedq0B(phis_d, phis_q, theta_r);
12 // Transform back to stationary reference frame
13 err_phi_A = phis_A - phis_Ai;
14 err_phi_B = phis_B - phis_Bi;
15 // Compensation voltage
16 v_comp_A = v_comp_A + ( kp_FLUX+ki_FLUX*(Ts/2.0) )*err_phi_A + ( ki_FLUX*(Ts/2.0)-kp_FLUX )*err_phi_A_prev;
17 v_comp_B = v_comp_B + ( kp_FLUX+ki_FLUX*(Ts/2.0) )*err_phi_B + ( ki_FLUX*(Ts/2.0)-kp_FLUX )*err_phi_B_prev;
18 // Voltage model (Integrator)
19 x_phi_A = vs_A - Rs*is_A - v_comp_A;
20 x_phi_B = vs_B - Rs*is_B - v_comp_B;
21
22 phis_A = phis_A + (Ts/2)*(x_phi_A + x_phi_A_prev);
23 phis_B = phis_B + (Ts/2)*(x_phi_B + x_phi_B_prev);
24 // Stator Flux Angle
25 gamma_s = atan2( phis_A, phis_B );
26 // Inverter/Filter Flux (Assuming that is_A is close to if_A (may consider estimating if_A later...))
27 phii_A = is_A*Lf + phis_A;
28 phii_B = is_B*Lf + phis_B;
29 // PMSM EM Torque Calculation
30 m_e = (3*Np/2)*(phis_A*is_B - phis_B*is_A);
31 // Inverter/Filter Torque
32 m_i = (3*Np/2)*(phii_A*is_B - phii_B*is_A);
33 // Delayed Values
34 err_phi_A_prev = err_phi_A;
35 err_phi_B_prev = err_phi_B;
36 x_phi_A_prev = x_phi_A;
37 x_phi_B_prev = x_phi_B;
38 }
Figure E.3: DSP implementation of the flux observer.
1 void SpeedEstimator() {
2 if (theta_r > theta_r_prev + PI) {
3 omega_r = 0.995*omega_r - 0.005*(1.0/Ts)*(theta_r - (theta_r_prev+2.0*PI) );
4 }
5 else if (theta_r < theta_r_prev - PI) {
6 omega_r = 0.995*omega_r - 0.005*(1.0/Ts)*(theta_r - (theta_r_prev-2.0*PI) );
7 }
8 else {
9 omega_r = 0.995*omega_r - 0.005*(1.0/Ts)*(theta_r - theta_r_prev);
10 }
11 theta_r_prev = theta_r;
12 omega_r_fil = 0.997*omega_r_fil + 0.003*omega_r;
13 }
Figure E.4: DSP implementation of the derivative-filter speed estimation.
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1 // Controller Parameters
2 double phi_ref = phi_m;
3 double kp_PHI = 2000.0;
4 double ki_PHI = 5000.0;
5 double kp_M = 0.3;
6 double ki_M = 50.0;
7 double kp_spd = 10.0;
8 double ki_spd = 5.0;
9
10 void FluxController() {
11 phi_abs = sqrt( phii_A*phii_A + phii_B*phii_B );
12
13 is_x = SpaceABd(is_A, is_B, gamma_s -(PI/2.0) );
14 is_y = SpaceABq(is_A, is_B, gamma_s -(PI/2.0) );
15
16 err_phi = phi_ref - phi_abs;
17 u_phi = u_phi + err_phi*(kp_PHI + ki_PHI*(Ts/2.0) ) + err_phi_prev*( ki_PHI*(Ts/2.0) - kp_PHI );
18
19 u_x = Rf*is_x + u_phi;
20
21 err_phi_prev = err_phi;
22 }
23 void SpeedController() {
24 err_omega = omega_ref - omega_r_fil;
25
26 m_e_ref_spd = m_e_ref_spd + (kp_spd+(Ts/2.0)*ki_spd)*err_omega + ((Ts/2.0)*ki_spd-kp_spd)*err_omega_prev;
27
28 err_omega_prev = err_omega;
29 }
30 void TorqueController() {
31
32 if ( ipState == 2 ) {
33 m_i_ref = -( 0.0185*omega_r_fil*omega_r_fil - 1.575*omega_r_fil );
34 }
35 else if ( (ipState >= 3) && (ipState <= 8) ) {
36 m_i_ref = m_e_ref_spd;
37 }
38 else {
39 m_i_ref = 0.0;
40 }
41
42 m_i_ref = m_e_ref_spd;
43
44 err_m = m_i_ref - m_i;
45 u_m = u_m + err_m*( kp_M + ki_M*(Ts/2.0) ) + err_m_prev*( ki_M*(Ts/2.0) - kp_M );
46
47 u_y = Rf*is_y + u_m;
48
49 err_m_prev = err_m;
50
51 u_A = Spacedq0A( u_x, u_y, gamma_s -(PI/2.0) );
52 u_B = Spacedq0B( u_x, u_y, gamma_s -(PI/2.0) );
53 }
Figure E.5: DSP implementation code of the DTC.
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1 void OnlineState00(){ // First mode after grid sync: Pre-states
2 // Check operating region
3 if ( (Vm_sync_fil/phi_m) < omega_cut_in) {
4 GotoState( ONLINE_STATE01 );
5 }
6 }
7 void OnlineState01(){
8 // setLEDGenerate(); // Turn off LED that indicates generating
9 if ( ( (Vm_sync_fil/phi_m) >= omega_cut_in) && ( (Vm_sync_fil/phi_m) < omega_max ) ) {
10 PWM_Gen(ENABLE); // Enable Generator PWM
11
12 u_phi = 0.0; // Set starting values for DTC voltages.
13 u_m = Vm_sync_fil;
14
15 err_omega = 0.0; // Set starting values for speed controller
16 err_omega_prev = 0.0;
17 omega_ref = omega_cut_in; // NB!!!
18 omega_r = omega_cut_in;
19
20 m_e_ref_spd = -( 0.0185*omega_cut_in*omega_cut_in - 1.575*omega_cut_in ); // NB!!!
21 omega_r_fil = omega_cut_in;
22
23 dat_idx = 0; // start logging data
24
25 setRelay3();
26 setLEDGenerate();
27 // Go to state 5
28 GotoState( ONLINE_STATE05 );
29 //GotoState( ONLINE_STATE02 ); // TEST FOR TORQUE STEP ONLY
30 }
31 }
Figure E.6: Code for states 0 and 1 of the gain scheduling system.
1 void OnlineState02(){
2 if ( (Vm_sync_fil/phi_m) < omega_cut_out ) { // Check if the generator is running too slowly
3 // starting values for speed controller
4 err_omega = 0.0; // Set starting values for speed controller
5 err_omega_prev = 0.0;
6 omega_ref = omega_cut_out; // NB!!!
7 omega_r = omega_cut_out;
8 m_e_ref_spd = m_i_fil; // NB!!!
9 omega_r_fil = omega_cut_out;
10
11 dat_idx = 0; // start logging data
12 GotoState( ONLINE_STATE07 ); // Go to cut out state...
13 }
14 if ( ((Vm_sync_fil/phi_m) >= omega_max ) && Sync_Timer == 0 ) {
15 // starting values for speed controller
16 err_omega = 0.0; // Set starting values for speed controller
17 err_omega_prev = 0.0;
18 omega_ref = omega_max; // NB!!!
19 omega_r = omega_max;
20 m_e_ref_spd = m_i_fil; // NB!!!
21 omega_r_fil = omega_max;
22
23 // save last torque command
24 m_i_tmp = m_i_fil;
25
26 // Go to state 3
27 dat_idx = 0; // start logging data
28 GotoState( ONLINE_STATE03 );
29 }
30 }
Figure E.7: Code for state 2 of the gain scheduling system.
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1 void OnlineState03(){ // maximum speed control state
2 if ( ( fabs(m_i_fil) < 0.8*fabs(m_i_tmp) ) ) { // wait for load to decrease sufficiently before re-entry into
3 // variable speed operation.
4 omega_ref = (1.575 + sqrt(2.4806 - 0.074*(0.8*m_i_tmp)))/0.037; // inverse function of MPPT
5 // to calculate temporary speed
6 dat_idx = 0; // start logging data // reference.
7 GotoState( ONLINE_STATE04 );
8 }
9 if ( ( fabs(m_i_fil) > m_i_max ) ) { // if max torque is reached
10 clearRelay3(); // then cut out
11 PWM_Gen(DISABLE);
12 GotoState( ONLINE_STATE00 ); // Go to pre-states
13 }
14 }
15 void OnlineState04(){
16 if ( fabs(err_omega) < 2.0*PI*1.0 ) { // Wait for speed controller to reach steady state
17 dat_idx = 0; // start logging data
18 GotoState( ONLINE_STATE02 ); // before returning to variable speed operation.
19 }
20 }
21 void OnlineState05(){ // Intermediate state before initial MPPT kicks in (lower speed limit)
22 if ( fabs(err_omega) < 2.0*PI*1.0 ) { // Wait for speed controller to reach steady state
23 dat_idx = 0; // start logging data
24 GotoState( ONLINE_STATE06 ); // before going to state 6....
25 }
26 }
Figure E.8: Code for states 3 to 5 of the gain scheduling system.
1 void OnlineState06(){
2 if (m_i_fil < -2.0*( 0.0185*omega_cut_in*omega_cut_in - 1.575*omega_cut_in) ) {
3 dat_idx = 0; // start logging data
4 GotoState( ONLINE_STATE02 ); // Wait for wind speed to increase more...
5 // ..then enter MPPT region - variable speed.
6 }
7 if ( (m_i_fil > 50.0) && ( fabs(err_omega) < 2.0*PI*1.0 ) ) {
8 err_omega = 0.0; // Set starting values for speed controller
9 err_omega_prev = 0.0;
10 omega_ref = omega_cut_out; // NB!!!
11 omega_r = omega_cut_out;
12
13 m_e_ref_spd = 0.0;//-( 0.0185*omega_cut_out*omega_cut_out - 1.575*omega_cut_out ); // NB!!!
14 omega_r_fil = omega_cut_out;
15
16 dat_idx = 0; // start logging data
17 GotoState( ONLINE_STATE08 );
18 }
19 }
20 void OnlineState07(){
21 if ( fabs(err_omega) < 2.0*PI*0.5 ) { // Wait for speed controller to reach steady state
22 dat_idx = 0; // start logging data
23 GotoState( ONLINE_STATE08 ); // before going to state 8....
24 }
25 }
Figure E.9: Code for states 6 and 7 of the gain scheduling system.
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1 void OnlineState08(){
2 if ( (m_i_fil > 70.0) && ( fabs(err_omega) < 2.0*PI*0.5 ) ) { // Wait for wind speed to decrease sufficiently
3 clearRelay3(); // before re-sync to prevent limit-cycle.
4
5 PWM_Gen(DISABLE);
6 dat_idx = 0; // start logging data
7 GotoState( ONLINE_STATE01 ); // Go to pre-cut-in state.
8 }
9 if ( (m_i_fil < -70) && ( fabs(err_omega) < 2.0*PI*0.5 ) ) { // see if wind speed increases enough to re-enter.
10 err_omega = 0.0; // Set starting values for speed controller
11 err_omega_prev = 0.0;
12 omega_ref = omega_cut_in; // NB!!!
13 omega_r = omega_cut_in;
14
15 m_e_ref_spd = -70.0; // NB!!!
16 omega_r_fil = omega_cut_in;
17
18 dat_idx = 0; // start logging data
19 GotoState( ONLINE_STATE05 );
20 }
21 }
Figure E.10: Code for state 8 of the gain scheduling system.
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